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Abstract
Document analysis is responsible for an essential progress in office automation. This pa-
per is part of an overview about the combined research efforts in document analysis at
the DFKI. Common to all document analysis projects is the global goal of providing a
high level electronic representation of documents in terms of iconic, structural, textual,
and semantic information. These symbolic document descriptions enable an “intelli-
gent” access to a document database.
Currently there are three ongoing document analysis projects at DFKI: INCA, OMEGA,
and PASCAL2000/PASCAL+. Though the projects pursue different goals in different
application domains, they all share the same problems which have to be resolved with
similar techniques. For that reason the activities in these projects are bundled to avoid
redundant work. At DFKI we have divided the problem of document analysis into two
main tasks, text recognition and text analysis, which themselves are divided into a set of
subtasks.
In a series of three research reports the work of the document analysis and office auto-
mation department at DFKI is presented. The first report discusses the problem of text
recognition, the second that of text analysis. In a third report we describe our concept
for a specialized document analysis knowledge representation language.
The report in hand describes the activities dealing with the text recognition task. Text
recognition covers the phase starting with capturing a document image up to identifying
the written words. This comprises the following subtasks: preprocessing the pictorial in-
formation, segmenting into blocks, lines, words, and characters, classifying characters,
and identifying the input words.
For each subtask several competing solution algorithms, called specialists or knowledge
sources, may exist. To efficiently control and organize these specialists an intelligent sit-
uation-based planning component is necessary, which is also described in this report. It
should be mentioned that the planning component is also responsible to control the over-
all document analysis system instead of the text recognition phase only.
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1 Introduction
Work cycles in offices typically include many processes where clerks communicate through differ-
ent media. As mean for communication printed documents still play the central role in modern
offices. Due to the simplicity in generating and interchanging documents, the amount of messages
to be processed increases dramatically [Schuhmann 87]. To handle the resulting “information over-
load”, it is necessary to separate the important key messages from the insignificant data and to
present it to the user in a task specific or workflow oriented manner. In this way, each clerk would
have the possibility of accessing information by different features (structural, textual, referential),
and therefore gets comfortable access to the relevant information. Furthermore, this enables auto-
matic processing of information by other systems.
The Document Analysis and Office Automation Department (DAD) at DFKI undertakes an
attempt towards an integrated handling of information coming into an office by mail, fax and e-
mail. The overall goal is to analyze a company’s incoming written communication, to extract and to
store relevant information automatically to allow comfortable retrieval or automatic processing by
post-ordered systems.
Research at DAD started with the ALV1 project in 1990 [ALV 94]. In this project, analysis tools
for printed, single-page business letters have been developed and implemented. A major result was
a system that is able to transform a letter from its printed form to a symbolic representation which is
based on the international ODA standard [Dengel 92]. Today there are three projects at DAD:
OMEGA, INCA, PASCAL2000/PASCAL+. The aim of the OMEGA2 project is the integrated analy-
sis of office mail dealing with different relationships to previously analyzed documents. This way,
we continue our research started in the ALV project consequentially. The other projects are grouped
around the OMEGA project within the DAD. Each of it focuses on particular application aspects.
The INCA3 project intends to provide information about technical reports for information retrieval
i.e. for its re-finding in a large database. PASCAL2000/PASCAL+ is concerned with the problem
how to provide blind humans access to printed documents. Typically, non-sighted or visually
impaired people have no or only few possibilities to process printed information. The
PASCAL2000/PASCAL+ project tries to overcome this weakness by extracting and processing rele-
vant information which is subsequently presented appropriately. Another major research topic
within the PASCAL2000/PASCAL+ project is technology assessment for document analysis systems
within the office environment. This means that also philosophical, sociological, and ergonomic
aspects are considered.
Though the projects pursue different goals in different application domains, they all share the
same problems which have to be resolved with similar techniques. For that reason the activities in
these projects are bundled to avoid redundant work.4 At DAD we have divided our research in doc-
ument analysis into four main topics:
• Text Recognition
• Text Analysis
• Reactive Plan Generation
• Knowledge Representation for Document Analysis Tasks
Text recognition covers the problem of transforming captured document images into a sequence of
1. Automatisches Lesen und Verstehen
2. Office Mail Expert for Goal-directed Analysis
3. automatic INdexing and ClAssification of documents
4. It should be mentioned that we are mainly interested in solutions which can be used in different applications
only by making minor modifications.
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words in ASCII, whereby a correct reading flow should be preserved. The aim of text analysis is to
process the word hypotheses and to extract the relevant semantic information. These two research
areas are further divided into several subtasks. For each subtask several competing solution algo-
rithms, called specialists or knowledge sources may exist. To efficiently control and organize these
specialists in a complex overall document analysis system, a reactive plan generation component is
necessary. Generally, analyzing a document is a very complex and challenging task, which uses a
huge amount of knowledge. To efficiently represent and process this knowledge a specialized
knowledge representation formalism combined with optimized inference mechanisms is of great
benefit.
The activities within the DAD at DFKI will be published in three different research reports. This
one focuses on text recognition which has the aim of transforming binarized document images into
machine readable (words encoded with ASCII) form. Furthermore, we also describe our activities in
reactive plan generation, but it should be mentioned that plan generation is also necessary for text
analysis. The second report [Baumann 95] discusses all aspects of text analysis for the extraction of
document semantics and in [Bläsius 95] the underlying knowledge representation is presented.
The report at hand is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the subtasks of text recogni-
tion along with our proposed solutions. The subtasks are image preprocessing, layout extraction,
font attribute identification, OCR, voting of OCR results, and lexical postprocessing. Furthermore,
in Section 2.6 we describe the task of reactive plan generation. The overall system architecture as
well as the current state of realization of the text recognition module is described in Section 2.6.
Section 4 is dedicated to the fundamental problems of testing and performance measurement. We
finish the report with some concluding remarks in Section 5.
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2 Text recognition tasks
The task of text recognition is to transform the binarized image data containing textual information
into its “usual” representation as strings over a given alphabet (e.g. ASCII). Research in text recog-
nition, especially in OCR, takes place since the early’ 50s. In the last decades, a tremendous
progress in recognition accuracy has been achieved. Today’s commercial OCR devices reach high
reliable results on good quality documents [UNLV 94]. However, on low quality printings as they
appear in daily office work, current devices are far from recognition accuracies demanded for sub-
sequent automatic text analysis. The most frequent OCR errors are simple character substitutions
(e.g. ‘e’ -> ‘c’), improper segmentation of characters resulting in multi-character substitutions (e.g.
‘m’ -> ‘rn’), and unrecognized characters [Esakov 94]. Additionally, errors may also occur on the
word level, e.g. by the use of incomplete dictionaries or improper word segmentation. Thus, text
recognition with respect to the demands of automatic text analysis can still be seen as a challenging
task.
In our DAD we plan to develop a text recognition module which provides as good as possible
recognition results on the word level with respect to the demands of the text analysis tasks. Follow-
ing the “traditional” approach, all characters on a document page should be identified and classified
as a member of a given alphabet. Furthermore, characters should be merged to words, text lines and
subsequently to a reading flow. Because for text analysis the word level is the most interesting one5,
a verification of character sequences against legal words plays a central role.
As mentioned in the section before our research activities in document analysis are divided into
a text recognition part, a text analysis part, a reactive plan generation part, and a knowledge repre-
sentation part. In this section the main text recognition subtasks are introduced and strategies for
their solutions are presented. Following subtasks are considered:
• Image preprocessing and layout extraction
• Font attribute identification
• Character classification (OCR)
• Voting of OCR results
• Lexical postprocessing
For each recognition subtask, there may be several competitive or cooperative problem solving
algorithms. The set of all problem solving algorithms together with a reactive plan generation mod-
ule, including different recognition strategies, form our text recognition approach. Figure 1 illus-
trates the recognition modules and their relations. There is no fixed activation sequence of analysis
algorithms. The corresponding sequence is determined by the reactive plan generation module
depending on the current situation.
5. beside the reading flow
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Figure 1: Text recognition components.
2.1 Image preprocessing and layout extraction
The purpose of document image analysis is to transform the information contained on a digitized
document image into an equivalent symbolic representation. Text parts are the main information
carrier in most applications. For that purpose, it is necessary to locate text objects within the image,
recognize them, and extract the hidden information.
The increasing number of comfortable publishing systems available today means that documents
may contain, beside text, also graphics and images which overlap each other (see Figure 2). Addi-
tionally, text lines may not be horizontally aligned. Therefore, finding text parts and locating char-
acters, words, and lines are not trivial tasks.
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Figure 2: Image of an advertisement.
In this section, we present a robust algorithm for separating textual information from non-text and
for grouping text elements into characters, words, lines, and blocks. The algorithm is completely
independent from text orientation and is able to process text in various fonts and styles. Both black
characters on white background as well as inverse printing can be nested in graphics.
A number of techniques for image processing and layout extraction have been proposed in liter-
ature [Nadler 84]. Before describing our own algorithm, we want to discuss existing procedures in
order to differentiate our proposal from others. The techniques can be grouped into three different
categories: systems only separating text from non-text, systems segmenting characters, words, and
lines, and approaches which consider both tasks.
Representatives of the first category are [Wahl 82] and [Wang 89] which classify areas of a doc-
ument as text, graphic, or image. The basic objects are blocks which do not overlap each other and
contain only one mode of information. Text objects are only horizontally aligned. In [Bartneck 89]
some elementary image processing techniques are described, which classify single image points
(pixels). The aim of these approaches is to reduce image noise and thus separate noise from text.
In the second category, there are a large variety of approaches. A top down algorithm is pre-
sented in [Nagy 85] segmenting a document by a set of vertical and horizontal line segments. A glo-
bal to local approach for segmenting Manhattan6 layouts into columns is described in [Baird 90]
considering the structure of the background (white spaces). In [Higashino 86] a rule-based
approach for top-down analysis of document layouts is presented where a specific model exists for
each document class. All approaches in this category consider only horizontally aligned text. If an
area cannot be divided into horizontal lines, it is classified as non-text.
Approaches combining text/non-text classification with segmentation make up the third cate-
gory. For example, a rule-based approach is introduced in [Fisher 90]. Connected components of a
smeared image are classified as text or non-text and afterwards, they are grouped into words, lines,
and blocks. Due to the smearing process, split characters can be often reconstructed, but at the same
time, neighboring characters as well as characters and non-text components are often merged.
Because the parameters for smearing are global for the entire document, problems may occur if
there are characters in different font sizes. Fletcher and Kasturi [Fletcher 88] propose another tech-
nique where eight connected black components are the primitives. After a filtering phase, a Hough
6. The subclass of Manhattan layouts can be segmented by a set of vertical and horizontal line segments.
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transformation is performed which groups objects associated with a particular line. All objects
belonging to a line are grouped into strings and designated as text. This approach is able to analyze
different font sizes in one image, but there is no phase handling split characters. Another symbolic
approach using the same primitives is described in [Bixler 88]. In the first step, a filtering is per-
formed where knowledge about the exact font size of the document is necessary. Afterwards,
strings are generated while analyzing the neighborhood of each component. Thus, the approach is
only able to process text in pre-specified sizes. As in the two former systems, this algorithm is also
based on the assumption that each character corresponds exactly to one connected component and
therefore, character splitting is disregarded. In [O’Gorman92] a self adaptive algorithm is proposed
that uses the document spectrum docstrum consisting of distances and angle measurements
between connected components. Components that cannot be grouped into words or lines are desig-
nated as non-text. Text strings can have any orientation and different font sizes, but there is only a
one to one relationship between characters and connected components. All approaches mentioned
above interpret black pixels as image information, white pixels as background. Therefore, they are
not able to analyze inverse text.
These systems process different input and produce different results. They operate quite well for
specific document classes. Most of them only operate on horizontally aligned text. None of them
deal with characters which are split into several connected components and none consider normal
as well as inverse text with different orientations in one analysis phase.
After this brief overview of existing approaches, the next subsection describes the progress of
our approach with respect to earlier versions as described in [Hönes 92] and [Hönes 93]. It illus-
trates the single analysis phases of our system in detail and specifies the classes of documents we
can process. The following subsection illustrates experimental results and discusses strengths and
weaknesses. Section 2.1.3 concludes with a summary of the main characteristics of our approach
and with our planned activities.
2.1.1 An algorithm for text extraction and segmentation
Before starting to describe our algorithm we should state which kind of documents we want to ana-
lyze. Instead of selecting a special class, we itemize several requirements often found in documents,
such as modern business letters. A layout extraction procedure as part of a document analysis sys-
tem should be able to process documents with the following features:
• Text may be written in different font styles and sizes
• Characters may be split into two or more connected components (e.g Ä, ö, i)
• Text strings may have any orientation
• Different text strings may have different orientations
• Text and non-text regions may be nested
• Text strings are approximately line-oriented
• Normal as well as inverse printings may occur
Our robust and efficient algorithm for text extraction and segmentation is able to process documents
with the above described features. It separates text elements from non-text ones, regardless of the
line orientation and font size or style. Text elements are grouped into characters, words, lines, and
blocks. In addition the skew of each text line is calculated in order to deskew it for providing best
results in a post-ordered text recognition phase. Instead of applying commonly used time-consum-
ing algorithms, we developed simple heuristics specially adapted to specific characteristics of text.
The algorithm performs no character recognition. Text extraction and segmentation is only based
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on the size and arrangement of the connected components. For proper operation, only few restric-
tions exist:
• Text and non-text pixel groups should not merge.
• The maximum text font size should be less than 24 points (system parameter).
• The distance of parallel text strings should not be smaller than the average intercharacter gap.
• Generally, text of a line should be aligned along a common orientation (approximate straight
line).
• Every text line should consist of at least three characters.
• Text parts should contain noise under a certain threshold.
The system performance will be highly reliable, if these constraints are satisfied. However, if some
of them are not completely satisfied, the algorithm still produces acceptable results. For example if
the inter-line spacing is smaller than the inter-character spacing, the algorithm operates correctly
unless the block consists of three or more lines.
The algorithm we introduce has some similarities to a few well known techniques, but differs in
three important aspects from other approaches. It is able to handle inverse text, it adapts itself on
the current font size, and it is able to handle broken or split characters up to a certain degree.
Our analysis is divided into 9 consecutive phases:
• Connected Component Analysis
• Filtering
• Neighborhood Determination
• Temporary Line Generation
• Relaxation
• Text/Non-text Classification
• Grouping to Characters
• Grouping to Words
• Grouping of Non-text
In the following sections we explain each single phases in more detail.
2.1.1.1 Connected component analysis
For connected component analysis we use an algorithm called SPRLC7, developed by [Mandler
90]. It is a very efficient algorithm that generates a hierarchy of four-connected black respectively
eight-connected white components. All connected components — independent from their color —
can be classified as text. Therefore, the image is considered as a hierarchy of several layers where
the lowest level represents the white document page and the highest, e.g., a black i-dot. As final rep-
resentation, we obtain a tree representation where each node is a connected component and the root
represents the entire page. Figure 3 illustrates the layers on a sample image for the letter “B”.
7. a German acronym for single-pass contour line coding
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Figure 3: Letter “B” as a hierarchy of connected components.
Because black and white connected components are treated equally, i.e. are analyzed in the same
way, the basis for handling inverse text is provided.
2.1.1.2 Filtering
Typically, documents we consider have a resolution of 200 to 300 dpi8 and consist of 1.000 up to
10.000 connected components. Many components are very small and few are very large. If we were
to analyze all these objects together and their relationships to each other, it would be far too time
consuming.
The aim of this phase is to reduce the huge set of connected components to those which are
likely to be text. Instead of performing a reliable filtering, we only want to extract the main compo-
nents of a text line and mark the others as non-relevant for the next two phases. Our filtering uses
only a very simple and easily-computable feature: the average of object width and height. The filter
marks each connected component as non-relevant if its average of width and height is larger than
sizemax or smaller than sizemin, where sizemin and sizemax are system parameters. In our tests we filter
objects larger than 60 points and smaller than 6 point characters. Thus the number of components is
reduced to about one third.
The filtering is very rough, i.e. some text object may be lost and some non-text ones may pass
the filter. However, potential defects will be restored in later analysis stages (see Inverse filtering).
2.1.1.3 Neighborhood determination
The aim of this phase is to determine all neighbors of each connected component. Neighbor means
that the current object and a neighbored object possibly belong to one and the same line — more
precisely one follows the other in the same line.
A simple method for neighbor determination is to compare each object with all other compo-
nents in the document and mark as neighbors those having a small distance to each other. But ana-
lyzing documents with more than 1.000 objects is too time-consuming. Therefore we introduce an
efficient heuristic.
In a first step we generate a two-dimensional object space. The size of that space depends on the
size of the input document. For example for a German standard letter a space of 400x280 elements
is generated — independent from its resolution. Each space element can correspond to one or more
connected components where the relative position of the center of a component in the document
image determines the corresponding space element. Additionally, each element has references to
the objects it represents. Figure 4 shows a simplified example of an image and the corresponding
object space.
In the second step using this data structure we determine all neighbors of each object. For that
8. dots per inch.
B
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purpose, we define a local neighborhood for each connected component which depends on the size
of the connected component (arithmetic average of width and height). Consequently, the neighbor-
hood relation is not symmetrical.
Now, the neighborhood area for every object is combed and the contents of all non-empty cells
in the neighborhood are added to the neighbor list of the corresponding connected component.
Because only objects having the same color can be neighbors, black as well as white text strings can
be analyzed at the same time. Figure 4 also shows the neighborhood for a connected component and
the corresponding neighbors.
Figure 4: Simple image with connected components and corresponding objects space
with neighborhood for the letter “u”.
The procedure proposed is a simple but very efficient heuristic for determining a local neighbor-
hood for text objects. Instead of considering all objects and comparing them with each other, we
can reduce the comparisons to only a few relevant objects close to the current object. The exact dis-
tance between objects is calculated considering the coordinates of the centers of the components in
the original image. Based on this distance, the neighborhood lists are sorted in an increasing man-
ner.
The output of this phase provides a list of neighbors for each component including additional
information about the arrangement of the neighbors (angle between components). This information
is a basis for the next two analysis phases and guarantees their reliable performance.
2.1.1.4 Temporary line generation
Before we start to describe the temporary line generation procedure we have to define the term line.
In our system we consider a text line as a sequence of at least three connected components with a
common orientation. The maximum distance between these components must be less than
Dline*average component size of the text line where Dline is a system parameter which has typically
the value 3. Every connected component can only belong to one line, but in this phase it is permit-
ted that it can be attached to two or more temporary text lines.
The task of establishing temporary lines is divided into the three subtasks finding a line anchor,
calculating the expansion area, and line expansion. A line anchor is used as a starting point for gen-
erating a temporary line which is gradually expanded using the expansion area. Only components
completely lying within this area can expand a line.
As line anchor, we denote a triplet of components which fulfill the following requirements:
• they are neighbors,
s t u f f
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• their distance is less than Dline*their average component size,
• the difference between the two angles is less than AngleAnchorMax,
• they have approximately the same size, and
• at least one of them does not belong to a line.
For finding line anchors, the complete set of connected components is combed. If such a triplet is
found, a temporary line is generated which will be subsequently completed. Afterwards, the rest of
the set is combed until no more anchors are found.
As mentioned above for line expansion, we have to define an area in which all components have to
lie in order to belonging to that line. For that purpose, the orientation of each line is determined
using the regression line [Hainzl 85]. The group of components of a line is interpreted as a set of
measure points of an experiment. The measured values are approximated by the straight line
which includes the smallest square error. The single coefficients are
For calculating the expansion area, we additionally use the line height with respect to the orienta-
tion calculated above. The original text line area is expanded on all directions, i.e. on top and bot-
tom with half of the line height and on left and right with Dline*average component size of all line
objects. Figure 5 shows a line expansion area for an example text line.
Figure 5: Example of an incomplete text line with expansion area.
The aim of line expansion is to complete the initial line, expanding it on both ends using a continu-
ation condition. This condition restricts the addition of an object to a line: only components being
neighbors of an end object9 of the line, having similar size, and which lie completely within the
expansion area are added. After line expansion, all line features are re-calculated including the
expansion area. Line expansion ends if no more adequate components are found.
9. The elements of a line are sorted by the line orientation. End object means in this case the left-most or right-
most one.
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2.1.1.5 Relaxation
It is very difficult to generate correct and complete text lines without a priori assumptions about the
text structure and orientation. The former processing phase yields valuable information about line
orientations, but sometimes it includes ambiguities, gaps or errors. Figure 6 illustrates a possible
result of the temporary line generation and the expected result. To correct and complete this result
we have inserted the relaxation phase.
Figure 6: Problems caused by unfortunate line anchor determination.
The relaxation phase consists of four processing steps which are performed successively: line gen-
eration, block generation, inverse filtering, and consistency check. All four analysis steps make up
one relaxation step which can be repeated several times. As a result complete and correct text lines
are generated which are additionally grouped into text blocks. Figure 7 illustrates the single analy-
sis steps of the relaxation process.
Figure 7: The four analysis steps of the relaxation phase.
The single analysis steps are described in the following sub-sections.
2.1.1.5.1 Line Generation
At this analysis stage we deal with temporary and regular text lines. Caused by larger gaps a line
can be split into several sublines. In this step we want to merge two text lines in order to build the
longest possible lines. The following conditions must be satisfied for a merge operation:
A. Smith
P. Dell
P. Main
E. Devel
S. Connery
J. Bond
a) Image b) Results of temporary
line generation
c) Correct results
line generation
block generation
inverse filtering
consistency
check
success
failure
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• Both orientations must be approximately similar (parallelism).
• Both lines have to belong to the same or to no block segment (block membership).
• Their distance must be smaller than a given threshold value (proximity).
• Their heights must be approximately similar (font size).
• Their vertical overlapping relative to their orientation must be large enough.
If two lines fulfill these conditions, a new one is generated including all components of the two
original lines. Subsequently, all features of the new line have to be calculated. The line generation
step is recursively applied and ends if there are no more pairs of lines satisfying the above condi-
tions.
2.1.1.5.2 Block generation
For verifying text lines a more global context is necessary. For that purpose we group text lines with
homogenous appearance to blocks. The larger the text block, the more significant the context. For
grouping text lines into blocks following procedure is applied:
1. Choose a text line not belonging to any block.
2. Examine existing blocks, if
• the current line and the block lines have the same orientation
• the distance between block and current line is small enough
• the horizontal overlapping of the block and the line relative to their orientation is large enough
3. If there is a text block satisfying these conditions, group the current line to this block.
4. If there is no such block satisfying the conditions of 2., create a new one.
5. If there are further text lines not belonging to a block, go to 1..
The same procedure is applied to two blocks in order to merge them.
2.1.1.5.3 Inverse filtering
Unfortunately, the lines generated in the above processing phases are not complete. This fact is due
to three possible errors:
• It is possible that in phase 2 (Filtering) small text objects representing punctuation marks or
parts of split characters are erroneously filtered.
• Small non-filtered text components (e.g. big i-dots or commas) are not assigned to lines,
because they have lain outside of the expansion area.
• Larger components representing merged characters are filtered.
This phase aims to remove the first two problems picking up the erroneously filtered components as
well as small non-filtered objects lying within the current line scope. For that purpose we consider
every small component and check, whether there is another connected component with the same
color in its neighborhood belonging to a text line. If the component lies within the line expansion
area, the current component is attached to the line. For the neighborhood determination we use the
two-dimensional object space described in section Neighborhood Determination. The third prob-
lem is also solved by implanting larger objects in existing text lines, unless they lie completely
within the line scope.
It is important that we distinguish two different kinds of line memberships. The first one, mainly
established during temporary line generation, attaches an object as a main component to a line. We
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say: a main component expands the line. The other kind of connected components that are mainly
considered in this analysis phase are secondary line elements which complete a text line. These ele-
ments have a relatively small size. The distinction in these two kinds of line elements is used in
Section 2.1.1.6
2.1.1.5.4 Consistency check
The former analysis steps have the goal to generate or to complete text lines and blocks. For these
tasks local consistency constraints are used, however global consistence cannot be guaranteed. For
example a wrong line anchor can be correctly expanded, but always leads to an incorrect text line.
For that purpose in this analysis stage we perform a consistency check which detects possible errors
and removes them restoring a valid former situation. Strictly speaking a correction is not per-
formed. Instead inconsistencies are dissolved.
Up to now only text lines and blocks are generated. Therefore the verification is restricted to
these two types of objects. In the following we list the features and rules applied.
Text lines:
• If a connected component is higher than MaxCCHeightLine * average-element-height(line),
then remove that component from the text line.
• If the ratio of the number of main line elements to secondary ones is larger than RatioMCSC,
dissolve the entire text line.
• If a connected component belongs to more than one text line, remove all binding except to
those with the best assessment value.
Text blocks:
• If a line is higher than MaxLineHeightBlock * average-line-height(block), then remove that line
from the text block.
• If a line differs more as DiffLineBlock degree from the average-line-orientation(block), remove
it from the block.
• If the distance between two neighboring lines is larger than MaxLineDistBlock, * average-line-
distance(block), then divide the block between these lines into two sub-blocks.
• If the percentage overlap of two neighboring lines is less than MaxOverlLine, then divide the
block between these lines into two sub-blocks.
The verification rules for lines use a line assessment value which reflects the quality of a text line.
Because it depends on the assessment value of the corresponding block, we first have to specify
block assessment and then line assessment.
The quality of a block depends on the following features:
• Number of text lines
• Number of main components of the longest line
• Biggest difference between main component height and average component height of the
block
• Biggest difference between a line orientation and the block orientation
The quality of each text line depends on:
• Ratio of main components and secondary components
• Number of main components
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• Assessment value of the corresponding block
• Largest difference between main component size and average main component size of the line
The single application of the first three analysis steps of this phase would not produce satisfactory
results. Only the repeated application of all relaxation steps generates correct and consistent block
and line segments which again serves as a basis for the following word and character segmentation.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show for the document in Figure 2 the block and line segments after relax-
ation phase.
Figure 8: Text lines of Figure 2 after relaxation phase.
Figure 9: Block segments of Figure 2.
2.1.1.6 Text/non-text classification
Typically, common documents do not only consist of textual constituents. Graphics and photo ele-
ments are often combined with text. For a subsequent text recognition these non-text elements are
bothersome. They cannot be correctly classified and require processing time. Therefore, the goal of
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this analysis phase is to classify connected components as text or non-text ones, because for most
applications it is sufficient to distinguish between these two information types.
As a basis for classification as text and non-text connected components are used. Depending on
local and global features of a specific component, a text or non-text label is attached. The following
local features are used:
• Object size ( )
• Complexity of the object (number of components contained as well as degree of nesting)
• Kind of line membership (main element or secondary element)
As global features the assessment values of blocks and lines (see Section 2.1.1.5.4) are used.
From the variety of classification techniques referred to in the literature (see [Schürmann 77])
we have preferred the simple but highly adaptable method of arithmetic mean of weighted votes:
n represents the number of features, wi the weight of the ith feature, and qi(CC) the probability to
be text according to the ith feature (0≤qi(CC)≤1, where qi=0 denotes non-text and qi=1 text). Quali-
tytext(CC) yields an overall rating for the classification as text. Depending on the specific demands
and on the current domain, a threshold value is specified calculating the final label.
2.1.1.7 Grouping to characters
In this analysis phase connected components are grouped into characters. In many cases characters
consist of only one component. Thus the corresponding characters can be easily established. But
there are also several characters which are composed of two or more components. Typical represen-
tatives are Ä, Ö, Ü, ä, ö, ü, i, ?, !, :, ; and %. Additionally in low quality printings, further characters
are split into two or more components.
The tasks of character grouping can be transformed into the task of determining which compo-
nents should be grouped into one character and which belong to others. As grouping criterium we
consider the overlapping rate of neighboring components — more precisely the percentage overlap-
ping rate of the circumscribing rectangle parallel to the line orientation. An overlapping rate of
100% of component A and component B states that A completely lies within the scope10 of B.
Because the overlapping relation is not symmetrical, we calculate the largest one, i.e. max(over-
lap(CCi,CCj),overlap(CCj,CCi)), where i≠j. If two components overlap each other more than
CharOverl %, both build a joint character, otherwise they belong to different characters.
In the inverse filtering step for each secondary line element the nearest main component within
the line was determined. Therefore, the distances from the centers of the circumscribing rectangles
parallel to the line orientation were calculated. In this step the percentage overlapping of the two
elements are calculated. If it is smaller than CharOverl % the two neighbors of the main element
are investigated. If none of them overlaps more than the given threshold the secondary element
builds a separate character11, otherwise it builds together with the corresponding main component
one single character. The results of these phase are illustrated in Figure 10.
10. As scope we understand the overlap along the line orientation.
11. Depending on the component size it could also be interpreted as dirt or noise.
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Figure 10: Character segments of Figure 2.
If a character is broken into several parts which do not overlap to a specific degree, our algorithm
erroneously generates for each part a character. To solve this problem the integration of a character
recognizer would be necessary.
2.1.1.8 Grouping to words
The aim of this analysis phase is to group characters to words. The main criterium for this task is
the distance between characters. The original tasks can be reduced to the problem classifying the
inter-character distances as character or word separators. Depending on the algorithm for letter and
word spacing the two distances or their ratio, respectively vary strongly. A corresponding procedure
has to consider this circumstance.
For grouping characters to words, we perform the following analysis steps:
6. Compute a histogram of all inter-character spacings including the frequencies.
7. Evaluate the histogram using the following rules:
• Identify all zero valleys in the histogram.
• Consider all valleys occurring beyond FirstValley % of the spacings. Ignore all smaller spac-
ings.
• If there is no such valley, stop evaluating and go to 8..
• Mark the largest valley and divide the text line into virtual sublines using the distance value of
the marked valley.
• Apply step 7. recursively for the resulting sublines.
This recursion is necessary, because in each of the lines, words may have different distances
and the interpretation of a histogram with several word distances causes problems.
8. Classify unmarked spacing as character separators, marked spacings as word separators.
9. Group characters to words.
This results in a line-oriented word segmentation. It should be mentioned that word hyphenations
are not resolved.
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2.1.1.9 Grouping of non-text
As a last step of our layout extraction procedure we have to separate text from non-text. For that
purpose we inspect the set of connected components and group all non-text elements in a separate
block. The corresponding non-text lines are dissolved. Thus, subsequent processing steps may be
able to process this block, for example, in order to identify graphical primitives like straight lines or
circles.
As final result we have classified connected component as text or non-text. Text components are
grouped into characters, words, lines, and blocks whereas non-text components are only accumu-
lated in a separate block.
2.1.2 Experimental results
Having given an introduction to our system design, in this section we evaluate the performance and
robustness. We tested about 150 documents12 with one and the same parameter set. They were dig-
itized with a scanner with a resolution of 300 dots per inch. Afterwards in a first phase, connected
components were generated and stored in a file. In a separate phase the layout extraction task was
done.
In this section we discuss results of the example images shown in Figure 2, Figure 11, and Fig-
ure 12 which represent typical problems and tasks. The documents include text with different orien-
tations, normal and inverse printed characters as well as handprinted character strings. The font
sizes vary from 9 to 46 points. There are characters which consist of two or more connected compo-
nents. Text is also nested in non-text.
As shown in Figure 2, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10, the algorithm proposed operates quite
well. All document parts satisfying the constraints described above are correctly classified and seg-
mented. Even strings of handprinted isolated characters are detected. Components of characters like
i or ! are completely grouped (see “Postleitzahl” on top of the image and “Post!” in the middle).
Only in few cases, the procedure causes some trouble. For example the two character string “Ab” in
the middle of the image of Figure 2 is not detected, because only text lines with more than three ele-
ments are extracted. Due to the resolution of 300 dpi and the small font size, some character seg-
ments are not correctly determined. To handle these cases, feedback from text recognizer is
necessary. In Figure 11 there are some characters which look unusually (e.g. ELRAD). These char-
acters are not collected to lines, because they are split into several small components. A line gener-
ation problem can be perceived in Figure 12. The lettering of the disk contains two incorrect text
lines. This problem is caused by a small interline spacing where components of different lines have
a smaller distance than the average intercharacter distance in the expected text lines.
In summary we can state that for the test documents the algorithm yields good results, that
means all document parts satisfying the above mentioned requirements are extracted correctly.
Only in some cases the algorithm produces incorrect or incomplete results. The following problems
occur:
• Merged characters: If two characters build only one connected component, it is not split into
two elements. If the number of merged characters is large13, the corresponding text line is
incomplete.
• Merged text and non-text pixel groups: If characters and graphics elements are merged, the
resulting connected component is classified as non-text.
• Highly split characters: If characters are split into several components and they do not overlap
12. The test set mainly consists of 90 German business letters and 40 envelopes.
13. If more than 5 characters are merged, the corresponding component is often not picked up from the line.
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each other, separate character segments are generated.
• Noisy background: If there are many small non-text components, typically generated from col-
ored background, they are collected to characters, provided that they lie inside the line region.
• Short text string: If there are text strings consisting of less than three main components, they
are not collected to lines.
After discussing the performance we evaluate the algorithm in terms of processing speed. Table 1
gives a breakdown of the processing times on a Sparcstation IPX for the entire analysis applied to
three images.
Figure 11: Example image No. 2 with corresponding text lines.
As shown in Table 1 the most time-intensive tasks are the temporary line generation and relaxation
phases. They take more than 93% of the total runtime. This fact is mainly caused by the repeated
calculation of text line features like regression line and expansion area. If a line is expanded or
some elements are detached, it is necessary to re-calculate the features for obtaining a more ade-
quate description.
Figure 2 Figure 11 Figure 12
Number of Con.Components 1304 1770 1509
Con.Comp. Analysis 13,4 sec. 19,4 sec. 15,3 sec.
Filtering < 0,1 sec. 0,3 sec. < 0,1 sec.
Neighborhood Determina-
tion
1,5 sec 2,3 sec. 1,6 sec.
Temporary Line Generation 113,7 sec 143,7sec. 170,0 sec.
Relaxation 175,5 sec 384,2 sec. 327,2 sec.
Classification < 0,1 sec. < 0,1 sec. < 0,1 sec.
Character Grouping 2,4 sec. 3,6 sec. 13,0 sec.
Word Grouping < 0,1 sec. 10,0 sec < 0,1 sec.
Non-Text Grouping < 0,1 sec. < 0,1 sec. < 0,1 sec.
Total Runtime 306,9 sec. 563.,6 sec. 527,2 sec.
Table 1: Breakdown of CPU times for processing of three test images.
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Figure 12: Example image No. 3 and detected lines. A defect can be perceived on
the disk lettering which is caused by small interline spacing.
2.1.3 Summary and future work
A robust and effective algorithm for layout extraction of mixed-mode documents has been
described. Black and white connected components represent the basic elements which are classified
and segmented. As output, nontext components are collected in a separate block, whereas text ele-
ments are also grouped as lines, words and characters. There is no text recognition in the entire
analysis. The classification only considers rough object features and relations to neighbor objects.
The algorithm is highly reliable for documents that conform to a few constraints on their character-
istics.
The approach presented has several advantages over other known techniques: it handles normal
as well as inverse text, accepts characters in various font styles and sizes, is independent of text ori-
entation, and allows the processing of characters that consist of more than one connected compo-
nents.
The basis for the first point (handling inverse text) is established in the analysis of connected
components where black and white components are detected. All subsequent phases process both
kinds of text in the same way. The ability to process various font sizes is founded on the neighbor-
hood determination. Instead of a pure resolution reduction or a smeared image in which the same
neighborhood is generated for each object, we calculate specific neighborhoods depending on fea-
tures of the components. Thus, we guarantee that, for characters of a large font as well as characters
of small fonts, appropriate neighborhoods are established. Our temporary line generation, together
with the relaxation phase, enable the processing of text in any orientation. The idea here is to find
the longest homogenous line by detaching components from one line and reattaching them to
another line. This phase strongly influences the quality of the entire system. Previous versions of
our system indicated that without a priori knowledge about the text orientation, it was impossible to
detect correctly all the text lines within documents like those illustrated in Figure 2, Figure 11 and
Figure 12. Thus, the iteration of the relaxation process is a necessary and important phase. The abil-
ity to handle split characters is provided by the inverse filtering phase. In this phase the text line
area is combed for components that are parts or fractions of characters.
The algorithm described has been tested on 150 documents and produces good results. Its per-
formance depends on the quality of the connected components; that is, if many characters are
merged or characters split into many small components, problems can occur. Similar problems exist
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if the image contains too much noise. Generally, if the constraints mentioned are satisfied, all
strings containing more than two characters are correctly and completely detected.
Our system can be influenced by some parameters. These parameters were initialized with stan-
dard values determined during implementation. Tests show that there is no need for manual adapta-
tion of such parameters to specific input documents.
Future Work will concentrate on improving the character segmentation and on preprocessing
images with too much background noise. Deciding whether a relative large connected component is
one single character or two or more merged ones is a challenging task. A further problem occurs
while segmenting split characters.
Images often contain a large amount of background noise complicating the task of document
recognition and specially that of layout extraction. Reducing it saves a lot of computing effort and
recognition impasses. Much of this image noise results from the binarization of grey scale images.
Thus a promising approach to avoid such problems is to start the layout extraction with a grey scale
image.
2.2 Font attribute identification
Today’s text processing systems provide a vide variety of font styles. Each of them poses different
problems to the recognition modules [Esakov 94]. For example, the shape of the same character can
strongly differ between two fonts. This results in unwanted misclassifications. Furthermore, the
segmentation quality is influenced by the input font, which results in character merges and split ups.
In general, each task of the text recognition problem is influenced by the characteristics of the
input document, i. e. the font type, typical image distortions etc. It seems to be impossible to find
general purpose solutions, which can handle all documents with equal high precision. Instead it
seems to be more fruitful to build up specialized solutions for documents with different input prop-
erties.
The task is to identify properties which allow the division of the input documents into several
classes. For each document class, specialized analysis algorithms have to be identified. To be able
to employ the right specialists an automatic identification of the document class is necessary. It is
obvious that faults in this decision can have a strong effect on the quality of the recognition results.
At DAD we plan to develop a sophisticated test module, which automatically analyses the recog-
nition results and gives hints of the main difficulties for the analysis phases. Directed by the results
of the test module a font attribute identifier will be developed, which computes features of the dif-
ferent parts of the input document. These features are subsequently used to initiate appropriate anal-
ysis algorithms. The font attribute identifier should evolve with ongoing project research. Each time
new sources of errors are detected further input properties will be taken into consideration. Cur-
rently, the following font attributes are planed to be identified:
• Spacing: One discriminant characteristic of printed text is the character spacing. There are
two main font classes, namely fixed-pitch fonts and mixed-pitch (proportional) fonts. While
the intercharacter distances within fixed-pitch font is always of the same size, the character to
character distances within mixed-pitch fonts vary strongly. Information about the character
spacing assists the character segmentation process, where different characters can be merged
or one character can be split into several parts.
• Serifs: Another possibility for grouping font attributes is to consider the shape of characters.
There are two main classes: characters with serifs (serif fonts) and without serifs (sans
serif fonts). Serifs are small cross-lines at the top or bottom of a character. Serifs are often
responsible for character merges and strongly influence the width of a character’s bounding
box (e.g. i, i, l, l). Furthermore, characters of serif and sans serif fonts often have a different
shape. Thus, different and specialized classifiers should be applied.
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2.3 Character classification
The task of character classification is to recognize the character class of the segments containing
binary picture information [Suen 86]. This is a typical classification problem. Today’s character
classification methods behave well on documents of good printing quality. However, even the best
commercial devices barely reach 99% correct recognition when faced with poorly-printed or
poorly-copied dense text. Further problems arise from the use of uncommon typefaces or small font
sizes [Rice 94].
The topic of character classification can be divided into statistical, neural and syntactical/struc-
tural approaches [Schalkoff 92]. Especially statistical and neural approaches are very successful
and are the commonly used techniques.
Statistical and neural methods for classification have many subtasks in common. Usually the
input pattern is transformed into a feature vector which is subsequently mapped to a character class.
It is important that the features discriminate the different classes with sufficient probability. Which
features can be computed depends on the intuition and experience of the developer. Nevertheless, a
classifier using too many features becomes slow and its recognition rate decreases because usually
training sets are not large enough to exploit generalization capabilities of such a complex approach.
Feature selection techniques are applied to identify subsets of good features [Kittler 86]. Alterna-
tively feature extraction techniques can be applied, which transform a high dimensional feature
space to a low dimensional one, preserving as much discriminating information of the original
space as possible. All these methods can be used for statistical as well as neural approaches. The
main difference is the subsequent classification method.
Statistical approaches use information about the distribution of the characters in the feature
space to make their decisions. There is a wide variety of different approaches. Typical examples are
Bayes-Classifier, Polynomial Classifier or Nearest Neighbor Classifier. Alternatively neural
approaches use a net of neurons, each executing a simple mathematical function, to classify the
characters.
At the current state of research the classification methods become more and more complex14.
This is possible mainly because today’s computer systems are powerful enough to execute the enor-
mous number of computations in a reasonable time, which are necessary to train these classifiers.
Complex classifiers require very large training sets which also become available today, especially
by the use of distortion models, allowing the efficient generation of synthetic training samples.
Syntactic approaches express each pattern, i. e. a pixel image of a character, as a composition of
its components, called subpatterns or pattern primitives [Fu 86]. An analogy is drawn between the
structure of patterns and the syntax of a language. The recognition of a pattern is usually made by
parsing the pattern structure according to a set of syntax rules. Though syntactic methods for char-
acter recognition are widely used, they seem to be less successful for this task than statistical meth-
ods.
In DAD we are not working actively in the research area of character classification. We only
want to apply successful techniques and experiences of other researchers in this field. For example,
we will realize a polynomial and a neural network based approach for character recognition. Never-
theless, we are interested in building classifiers for discrimination between character classes which
impose difficulties on conventional systems, i. e. commercial OCR systems.
As our basis for character recognition we integrate commercial OCR systems into our text rec-
ognition module. It should be mentioned that commercial OCR systems are not only character clas-
sifiers, but more complete devices, which are also able to do preprocessing and layout extraction.
This imposes problems on the integration into our system architecture, which have to be resolved.
14. using high dimensional polynomials or several hidden layers each consisting of many neurons
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Thus, in DAD we will develop an interface to control all OCR devices. We use the results provided
by our segmentation to define the appropriate image regions for the recognition task.
Because alternative systems commit different errors we will use several classifiers (commercial
devices as well as our own character recognizer) to reduce the error rate by combining their results
(see Section 2.4). So far we have incorporated two commercial products, namely Socrates and
ScanWorX. Both systems get binary images as input and produce characters as result. The different
output formats are transformed into a homogenous representation. In order to fulfill this task pars-
ing mechanisms for the various proprietary formats are necessary. Of special interest is a correct
interpretation of the information attached to recognized characters as there are marks and belief
measures.
Ongoing research will focus on the combination of our segmentation with the zoning informa-
tion of the commercial products.
2.4 Voting of OCR results
So far, we have described independent OCR systems all working in parallel. Since none of the OCR
devices offers a recognition accuracy which is good enough for all documents with respect to the
demands of the text analysis, we have developed a so called “voting machine” to combine the indi-
vidual results of all classifiers. The voting machine should produce a combined output, which is
more reliable than any of the individual results. To do so, voting focuses on the individual classi-
fier’s strength and avoids their weaknesses. Another aspect of voting is the homogenization of the
character recognition results. Furthermore, voting performs some kind of information reduction,
suppressing unimportant results, which prevents a combinatorial explosion of input data for subse-
quent analysis phases.
Since we have integrated commercial OCR devices, our voting component has to impose only
little restrictions on the classifiers. The remainder of this subsection will discuss some fundamental
voting aspects and will present our proposed system architecture together with first results
achieved.
2.4.1 Basics
Although current OCR devices produce high reliable recognition results for good quality docu-
ments, they reveal specific weaknesses on lower quality documents. The recognition accuracy of
commercial devices is documented in [UNLV 94]. Here one can observe that even the best devices
barely reach 100% accuracy. The character accuracy for the DOE15 sample ranges from 95.5% up
to 98.4% with an average of 97.2%. The progress made in recognition technology is documented
separately. From [UNLV 93], one can see, that the average accuracy of the same devices was
96.4%. Bradford and Nartker stated in 91 [Bradford 91], that “most applications, however, require
higher database accuracies, typically on the order of 99.8%.” This also holds for our application
scenario, where we focus on a subsequent text analysis phase.
To yield best possible word recognition results, which are of much more interest for any kind of
text analysis than character recognitions, we strongly depend on reliable character recognition
results. In order to enable a fully automatic processing of recognized text, further improvements in
recognition accuracy are essential. One promising approach is the combination of different classifi-
ers. Franke and Mandler [Franke 92] stated, that “no known approach is powerful enough to solve
the problem in general. However, when applying different classifiers to the same recognition task, it
turns out that they don’t make the same errors. Having optimal decision procedures to combine the
output of different classifiers working in parallel on the same entity would improve the overall per-
15. U.S. Department Of Energy
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formance remarkably.”
In recent years, voting algorithms and techniques have evolved and have gotten more sophisti-
cated. The principles of combination, of result representation, and the use of probabilistic reasoning
are increasingly refined. But these advances do not affect the global architecture of a system for
classifier combination as shown in Figure 13. Generally, the input of voting is the output directly
produced by the individual classifiers which is combined and sometimes supported by conflict reso-
lution knowledge.
In the remainder of this section, we discuss some issues which are fundamental for classifier
combination problems but not limited to OCR or text recognition in general. From our point of
view, there are four main aspects to be worked out:
1. degree of integrity
2. representation of classifier results
3. combination of classifier results
4. methodological and representational restrictions
Before describing these aspects in greater detail, we will introduce a more formal notation suitable
for most sorts of recognition problems (cf. [Huang 93]):
Let  be a pattern space consisting of  mutually exclusive sets  with each ,
 representing a set of specified patterns called a class. For a sample  from
, the task of a classifier  is to assign  one index  as a label. If , x
is rejected by classifier , which means, that  has no idea about the class of , otherwise,  is
assumed to belong to class . Thus, a classifier can be regarded as a function box receiving an
input sample  and producing a label , shortly denoted by . In practice, classifiers may
enrich their output by additional confidence values or less trusted hypotheses. These aspects will be
discussed within the representational alternatives.
classifier
c2
Pattern
knowledge
Figure 13: The global architecture of a classifier combination system
is shown. The knowledge base is optional.
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2.4.1.1 Degree of integrity
The degree of integrity serves as a measure how strongly the individual classifiers are directed by
the voting algorithm. A high degree of integrity denotes that the voting machine directs all activa-
tions of the classifiers. It “knows” about strengths and weaknesses and runs only those classifiers
which promise reliable results depending on the current situation. If the degree of integrity is low,
the voting component has no effect on the basic classifiers and considers their output only.
2.4.1.2 Representation of classifier results
The second aspect concerns the representation of classifier results. Here, three alternatives are pos-
sible (cf. [Xu 92]):
1. abstract level: Each classifier  provides a single result/label  without any further informa-
tion, i.e. , .
2. rank level: Each classifier provides an ordered list of ranked results, where the first element is
the most likely one, i.e. , where  is an ordered list. A reject is denoted by
3. measurement level: Each classifier produces alternatives along with a real value indicating the
recognition confidence. The values have not necessarily to be taken from the interval [0,1] indi-
cating a probability, but also can be distance measures to given reference patterns. In the latter
case the values come from the interval [0,∞] and lower values indicate lower distance and thus
higher confidence. Formally: , where ,
, , and  denotes some kind of degree that e considers that  has
label . Rejection is denoted by .
Obviously, the amount of data increases from alternative (1) to alternative (3). If the voting compo-
nent has no influence on the result representation, it has to transform all results in a consistent way.
This comes along with minor difficulties when decreasing the level of detail, since results from the
rank or measurement level can be directly transformed into the abstract level by omitting all but the
best result. Transformations from less detailed levels into more detailed ones are more difficult to
perform, especially those resulting in the measurement level.
2.4.1.3 Combination of classifier results
The representation selected strongly influences the underlying technique for combining the individ-
ual results but also the production of the final output. It’s impossible to combine results of individ-
ual classifiers represented differently without additional efforts. Thus, we assume that all results are
represented on the same level. The output of combination may be represented on a different level,
but in most cases it will be the same.
As abovementioned, the classifiers’ output on the abstract level is a single class decision  or a
reject. Given  individual classifiers and an input sample , each classifier assigns a class label
to , where . Representing the vote output on the abstract level too, the problem of
combination is to assign  a unique class label , where . For conve-
nience, the classifier’s output can be represented as binary characteristic function (cf. [Xu 92]):
(1)
One widely known method for combination, the „majority voting“, can be expressed with the fol-
lowing formula:
e j
e x( ) j= j Λ M 1+{ }∪∈
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, where (2)
, (3)
Thus, the majority vote assigns  the class label which is most often presented from the individual
classifiers. A more general combination rule is presented in [Xu 92]. Various modifications can
yield more or less conservative decision rules. We will not discuss these modifications within this
report.
For the rank level, a thorough overview of combination strategies is provided by Ho [Ho 92a].
Deviating from the more general concept of rankings as presented in Section 2.4.1.2, Ho assumes,
that all given classes are ranked by each individual classifier. Higher rank positions16 of a class
denote higher trust in this class. Two principal methods are discussed: class set reduction and class
set reordering.
The goal of the reduction method is to extract a subset of classes which hopefully captures the
correct class. In class set reorderings, the objective is to derive a combined ranking of the given
classes, such that the true class is ranked as close to the top as possible.
For class set reduction, the criterion for success is two-fold: The size of the result set should be
minimized, and the probability of inclusion of the true class in the result set should be maximized.
Two approaches are proposed in [Ho 94] to reduce the class set:
1. The intersection approach
In the intersection approach, a large neighborhood is obtained from the top of the class ranking
by each classifier. The intersection of these neighborhoods is the result set. Thus, a class is in
the result set if and only if it is included in all the neighborhoods. The sizes of the neighbor-
hood can be determined by the ranks of the true classes in the worst case. Therefore, in a train-
ing phase thresholds for each classifier are calculated, denoting the worst rank position of a
correct class for the respective classifier.
2. The union approach
In the union approach, a small neighborhood is obtained from each classifier. The union of
these neighborhoods is output as the result set. Thus, a class is in the result set if and only if it is
in at least one of the neighborhoods. Like for the intersection approach, thresholds can be cal-
culated for determining the individual neighborhood sizes.
In both approaches, thresholds are chosen which ensure not to lose the correct class decision. To
further reduce the size of the result set, thresholds can be calculated by approximative methods (cf
[Ho 92a]).
For class set reordering, the criterion for success is the rank position of the correct class: It
should be ranked as near to the top as possible. In other words, the probability of having the true
class near the top of the combined ranking is higher than those in each of the original rankings. In
[Ho 92b], three methods for class set reordering are presented:
1. The highest rank method
For an input pattern  and  classifiers, each class receives  ranks. Now, a score is assigned
to each class reflecting the highest rank position of this class in any of the individual rankings.
All classes are ordered according to their new score values yielding the combined ranking. One
16. The highest rank position is position 1.
E x( ) j when TE x Cj∈( ), maxi Λ∈ TE x Ci∈( )=
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=
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disadvantage of this method is that the combined ranking may have many ties, i.e. classes are
ranked to the same position. Therefore, this method is only useful if  is small relative to the
number of classes .
2. The Borda Count method
In the context of group decision theory, classifier combination can be viewed as committee vot-
ing problem. Here, the mapping from a set of individual rankings to a combined ranking is
referred to as a group consensus function. One of the more popular group consensus functions
is the so called Borda Count [Black 63]: For any class , , let  be the number of
classes in  which are ranked below  by classifier  in its individual ranking . The Borda
Count for class  is
(4)
The combined ranking is given by arranging the classes according to their Borda Counts in
descending order. Many variants of the Borda Count exist, including one which is able to han-
dle ties. In general, the problem of ties is not solved but appears less often than in the Highest
Rank method. One problem of this method is the underlying assumption of classifier indepen-
dence. Advantages of the Borda Count method are that it is easy to implement and requires no
training. The main disadvantage is that all classifiers are treated equally, independent of their
actual performance. The next method overcomes this shortcoming.
3. The logistic regression method
Simply spoken, this method is a variant of the Borda Count where each classifier is assigned a
specific weight, expressing its overall performance. Thus, more trusted classifiers get higher
weights and have more influence on the combined decision than less trusted ones. The weights
are estimated by logistic regression using training sets (cf. [Ho 92a],[Ho 92b]).
Again, each class is assigned a score and all classes are reranked according to their scores in
descending order. The Logistic Regression method is the most sophisticated method among the
three presented methods. It’s able to focus on the individual strengths of each classifier. Its
main disadvantage is the expensive parameter estimation, which requires large training sets.
The measurement level provides class decisions along with confidence values for these classes.
The confidence values can be similarity as well as distance measures. They need not be taken from
the interval  expressing some kind of probability. One problem is the transformation of dif-
ferent confidence measures utilized by different classifiers. Another problem is the combination of
the class confidence values to yield a combined confidence value for each class. The latter problem
will be sketched first, so let’s assume all classifiers make use of the same confidence measure. Since
the confidence values can be treated as vague information, all kinds of probabilistic reasoning can
be employed for their combination. The two most popular methods are those based on Bayes’ The-
orem and Dempster/Shafer Formalism.
The Bayesian Probability is strongly related to the “classic” probability theory based on the so
called Kolmogorov Axioms:
Let  be a finite set of independent events17. A function  is called a probabil-
ity function, if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
•
•
17. Sometimes,  is called universe.
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• , for every  where
Bayes’ Theorem utilizes the notion of conditional probability. Assuming classifier independence,
the following equality holds after transformation:
(5)
The conditional probabilities  can be estimated easily (see [Xu 92]).
Xu et al. also propose to approximate (5), if the a-priori probabilities  are unknown:
, where (6)
 is a constant, which ensures that . The final class decision for sample  is now:
(7)
One of the major disadvantages of the Bayesian probability is its inability to express lack of knowl-
edge, which is a result of the fundamental condition . Different approaches
have been proposed to overcome this inability, among which the notion of belief or fuzzy measure
plays a central role. A special case of fuzzy measure is the more popular Dempster/Shafer theory
(see [Shafer 76],[Tahani 90]). Omitting any interpretation, the difference between D/S theory of
evidence and the classic probability axioms is expressed in the following basic conditions for belief
functions:
•
•
• , for every  where
Only the third axiom differs in its choice of relational operator. One important concept for defining
belief measures is based on the notion of basic probability assignments:
Let  be a universe. A function :  is called basic probability assignment (bpa),
if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
•
•
Now, assuming , the sets ,  are only one part of the elements
of . Thus, it is possible to have , which implies . Having
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assigned the bpas, a belief function is induced in the usual way (cf. [Shafer 76]), where
.
In our classification scenario, the  complete and independent alternatives are given by
, . The  classifiers  output for a given sample  evidences
. Using these evidences, the bpas for all classifiers have to defined. Afterwards,
the bpas can be combined using Dempster’s rule of combination, yielding a new bpa for the com-
bined evidence: . Since this rule is associative and commutative, it can
be applied iteratively (cf. [Shafer 76]).
2.4.1.4 Methodological and representational restrictions
Another important aspect of combination are the restrictions concerning the methodology used by
the individual classifiers to produce results as well as the representation of these results. Neglecting
the technical aspects, a more “tolerant” voting component would combine results of classifiers
using different classification approaches and utilizing different representation levels, while a more
restrictive voting component requires, e.g., a homogenous representation or even a specific classifi-
cation algorithm.
2.4.2 State of the art
Having discussed the basics of classifier combination in the previous section, we will now present
voting techniques currently proposed by different researchers. The various techniques or complete
systems will be classified according to the four main aspects, degree of integrity, representation of
results, combination of results, and restrictions.
1. Ho, resp. Ho et al. (see [Ho 92a],[Ho 92b],[Ho 94]), have developed a classifier combination
system for the task of word recognition. The combined decisions should be better than those
given by the single classifiers applied in isolation. The decision combination function “should
take advantage of the strengths of the individual classifiers, and avoid their weaknesses.” (see
[Ho 92a] p. 39). The approach could be characterized as follows:
• integrity: Classifiers could be selected dynamically at classification time. Thus, the overall
performance could be enhanced by selecting only those classifiers promising reliable results
depending on the given situation.
• result representation: The individual classifiers output a ranking: . Ho assumes,
that all classes are ranked with respect to the given sample .
• combination: Different combination methods are developed and their precision and recall val-
ues are compared. All methods belong to the class set reordering approach, which namely are:
Highest rank, Borda count, and Logistic regression.
• restrictions: There is only one restriction for the individual classifiers: Their output has to be
ranking of all classes. No other restrictions are imposed on the classifiers.
Three completely different methods for word recognition were combined in the tests, yielding a
9.2% improvement in recall compared to the best individual classifier.
2. Mandler and Schürmann [Marzal 93] combine the output of character classifiers:
• integrity: The voting component has no effect on the individual classifiers. It combines only
their output.
• result representation: The results are represented on the measurement level. All measures
bel A( ) m B( )
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M
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have to be distance values to given reference patterns.
• combination: Dempster/Shafer theory of evidence
• restrictions: The voting component imposes high restrictions on the individual classifiers. All
classifiers have to be nearest neighbor classifiers, ensuring their confidence value to be a dis-
tance measure.
Franke and Mandler [Franke 92] showed the superiority of their classifier combination
approach over single classifiers. They also compared the combination schemes based on Demp-
ster/Shafer and Bayes and concluded, that both approaches do no differ significantly.
3. Huang and Suen [Huang 93] discuss the influence of the chosen representation on the overall
performance:
• integrity: The voting component has no effect on the individual classifiers. It combines only
their output.
• result representation: The results are represented on the measurement level. The measures
could be similarity-, or distance measures, or even subjective confidence values.
• combination: The combination is performed with the Linear Confidence Aggregation Method
(LCA). In a first step, the different measures are transformed into one single measure. These
measures are added for each class, yielding a confidence value for this class. The class with
the highest confidence value greater than a given threshold will be output.
• restrictions: The voting component imposes only one restriction on the individual classifiers:
their output has to be on the measurement level. The measures are free of choice
Although, for their experiment only two polynomial classifiers were integrated, Huang and
Suen showed the better performance of their LCA method compared to a majority voting or
Bayes based voting.
4. Rice et al. [UNLV 94] presented the results of a test of two voting systems in their 1994 report.
The system developed at ISRI will be discussed shortly:
• integrity: The voting component has no effect on the individual classifiers. The latest versions
submitted by Caere, Calera, ExperVision, Recognita and XIS are used for combination.
• result representation: ISRI deviates from the given scheme. Here, only strings, or more pre-
cisely substrings, are used for voting. The voting component has only to process those
regions, where output differs.
• combination: majority vote
• restrictions: No restrictions are imposed on the classifiers. Their output is transformed into
strings, all additional information such as less trusted hypotheses or confidence values will be
neglected.
Rice et al. stated, that “in general, the voting systems perform best when the text obtained from
the OCR systems is of high accuracy. ... if none, or perhaps only one, of the OCR systems is
able to read a given text region, a voting system has little or no chance of producing accurate
output.” The overall error reduction rate yielded by their voting machine was 42%.
5. Bartell et al. [Bartell 94] propose a classifier combination procedure to combine expert/classi-
fier opinions in the domain of information retrieval.
• integrity: The voting component has no effect on the individual classifiers.
• result representation: The classifiers provide results on the measurement level. These results
are documents together with a numerical estimate of the relevance of documents to a query.
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• combination: The combination is based on a linear combination model. Model parameters are
optimized globally, thus, the classifiers need not be independently.
• restrictions: The voting component imposes no restrictions on the classifiers, they only have
to provide relevance measures for each document.
In two different tests, Bartell et al. yielded 12% and 47% performance improvement compared
to the best individual classifier. They stated, that an improvement is possible, even if only two
classifiers are combined, one of which performs relatively poor compared to the other.
The abovementioned approaches are chosen exemplarily, to sketch some of the current work done
in the classifier combination field. Other approaches are known as well: [Chen 93], [Ling 89],
[Lopresti 94], [Plessis 93], [Sabourin 93]. For a short discussion see also [Ho 92a] pp. 9-15.
The topics of classifier combination also have strong relations to the field of decision fusion (see
[Dasarathy 94]).
2.4.3 Proposed solutions and system architecture
In this section we will present our approach for classifier combination and will discuss the proposed
system architecture. First of all, we will not develop a single voting mechanism. Instead, we will
compare different approaches for result representation and classifier combination. To improve vot-
ing performance, conflict resolution knowledge should be integrated consistently into the combina-
tion process. Thus, automatic learning of a classifier’s strengths and weaknesses should take place
to contribute to high reliable recognition results.
Basically, the proposed system architecture is two-fold, it consists of an off-line learning compo-
nent and the classification component itself. The learning component has the objective to gather
conflict resolution knowledge to support the classification component. The combination takes place
in the classification component where the recognition results of the individual classifiers are pro-
cessed and a combined result is output. To resolve arising conflicts, e.g. when the individual classi-
fiers don’t vote for the same class, the conflict resolution knowledge is utilized to yield a single
class decision whenever possible. Figure 14 shows the proposed system architecture in detail.
In the learning component, confusion matrices for all character confusions of the individual
classifiers should be computed and stored in the knowledge base. Depending on a classifier’s ability
to output less trusted hypotheses or hypotheses together with confidence values, the confusion
matrices should be more or less detailed. For our approach, it is not sufficient to keep track with the
common confusions only. Instead, we also need the probabilities for each confusion (or the correct
result respectively) to transform the different individual measures into a single measure. Different
kinds of confusion matrices CMi are currently under consideration:
• CM1 traces only the confusions of the top candidate of each classifier, neglecting other candi-
dates and confidence measures
• CM2 traces the confusions made for each candidate, depending on its position. Again, the
confidence values will be neglected. Thus, one can think of one confusion matrix for each
position: A CM for the top candidate for each classifier, a CM for the second trusted candi-
date etc.
• CM3 traces the confusions made for each candidate depending on its position and confidence
measure. To restrict computation time and space, this CM will be intermixed with CM2, such
that the confidence values are considered for the top choice only. All other candidates will be
treated position dependent.
The classification component performs the actual combination. The active components are: adjust-
ment component, combination component, result estimation component, knowledge incorporation
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component, and result production component (see Figure 14). The activation of the knowledge
incorporation component depends on the result estimation component, all other components are
activated always.
First, all individual classifier results are transformed onto the same level of representation
(adjustment). Thus, the adjustment component should be easily configured to represent results on
the abstract, rank, or measurement level. For the abstract or rank level this comes along with minor
difficulties. For the measurement level, all confidence values have to be transformed into one single
measure. This can be achieved by utilizing the confusion matrices’ entries.
The combination component performs the actual result combination. As described above, we
will compare different representation and combination strategies. As a special constraint, the global
output has to be represented on the measurement level. Thus, we have to adapt some of the combi-
nation schemes to provide additional confidence values.
For the abstract level, a simple majority vote will be developed. Here, the output is no longer a
single class decision. Rather, a number of classes together with their  values (see Sec-
tion 2.4.1.3) are output.
Combining results on the rank level is performed by a modified version of the Borda count (see
Section 2.4.1.3). This modification is necessary to contribute to the distinct length of the individual
classifier rankings. The aforementioned Borda count performs well only on equal length rankings,
so we use a slightly different definition:
Classification Component
Learning Component
knowledge
base
adjustment
combination
result estima-
tion
knowledge
incorporation
result produc-
tion
Figure 14: Global system architecture for the voting component. Normal arrows
denote flow of data, dashed arrows denote flow of knowledge.
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Let  denote the length of classifier’s  ranking, . Define . Now,
for each class , , let  denote the number of classes ranked above  in the ranking
of classifier . , if  does not appear in ’s ranking. The modified Borda count can
be defined as:
(8)
To contribute to the overall classifier performance, a weighted version of this modified Borda count
will be used:
, (9)
where  are classifier precisions learned during off-line learning. The output is the ranking
obtained together with the  values for every class  in the ranking.
The combination on the measurement level will be performed by Dempster/Shafer’s theory of
evidence. Remember that classifier ’s output for given sample  can be represented as
, where  and .
Since all confidence values are transformed into a single measure expressing the probability for
a given class of being the correct one, the basic probability assignments can be made directly:
• , where  and
• , where  with
The actual combination is performed by Dempster’s rule of combination and a final basic probabil-
ity assignment is obtained which directly induces a belief function in the usual way.
The result estimation component tries to estimate the quality of the intermediate combination
result. Utilizing a simple heuristic, the momentary results are categorized into high reliable or less
reliable. Always, the quotient of the confidence values of the top and second candidate are com-
pared to some empirically determined threshold .
The knowledge incorporation component has the objective to improve the intermediate results
categorized as less reliable. Thus, it employs more knowledge from the knowledge base than
already used in the adjustment component.
For the abstract level, the confusion matrix is utilized to attain the most probable class for a rec-
ognition result. This class is then used for further processing.
For the rank level, more sophisticated techniques than the weighted modified Borda count will
be employed. To contribute not only to the overall classifier performance, but to its specific
strengths and weaknesses, the global weight will be substituted by a local weight, yielding:
, (10)
where  is the frequency of  being the correct class in the case of  being classifier’s
 top choice.
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As for the rank level, a different confusion matrix is utilized for the measurement level, too. The
actual combination remains unaltered. The changes solely effect the definition of the basic proba-
bility assignments, where the entries of CM3 are utilized now.
Task of the result production component is the generation of results, which have to be proper
integrated into the whole layout architecture. Since all results have to be represented on the mea-
surement level, these measures have to be calculated for those results represented on the abstract or
rank level respectively. For the measurement level, the measure of belief is directly used as final
confidence value. As mentioned before, confidence measures are attached to all class hypotheses on
the abstract or rank level. These measures are normalized by the number of classifiers who took part
in the voting process. The normalized measures serve as confidence values for the final output.
2.4.4 Test results
In the last research period, a first prototype was developed. This prototype already incorporates
most of the abovementioned concepts. Its modular and object oriented design supports further
improvements, other combination principles as well as confusion matrices can be easily integrated.
First results of the voting system and comparison to the individual classifiers contributing to the
voting are shown in Table 2:
Recall and precision are defined with their usual meanings:
, , (11)
where  is the number of correct classified samples,  is the total number of samples, and  is the
number of rejected samples.
In this table, both, C1 and C2, are commercial OCR devices which are integrated homogeneously
into our text recognition system. C1 outperforms C2 on our german documents, because C2 is
unable to deal with german umlauts. C3 and C4 are character recognizer developed in our predeces-
sor project ALV. 78 documents were included in the current test samples, which were the same doc-
uments used for the construction of the confusion matrices. Due to character missegmentations,
only one third of the characters, in total 26584, take part in the voting process, the others are
neglected. For all characters which are correctly segmented, ground truth text is provided and com-
Recognizer Recall [%] Precision [%]
C1 99.4 99.4
C2 97.6 98.0
C3 83.9 91.7
C4 72.7 76.5
V_ABS 99.5 99.5
V_RANK 99.5 99.5
V_MEA 99.6 99.7
Table 2:  Overall performance of individual classifiers and different voting strategies. The names
for the different voting strategies directly correspond to the chosen result representation, namely
abstract, rank, or measurement level.
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n
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pared to the classification results. Only the top candidates were compared to the ground truth. When
a classifier produced more than one top candidate, the result was correct, if one of the top candi-
dates was correct.
From the table we can see, that C1 performs best among the individual classifiers. Although a
high recognition rate is yielded by a single classifier and lower ones by all others, especially by C3
and C4, the voting component is capable of improving recall as well as precision. Best results are
obtained by the voting with measurement level representation. Here, 41% improvement in recall
and 44% improvement in precision are attained.
Currently, the evaluation of the different voting strategies is ongoing and we will be able to
present more detailed results in the next research period. Nevertheless, the above results are encour-
aging and justify the proposed voting approach.
2.4.5 Summary and future work
In the previous sections, we have presented a suitable system architecture for a voting machine and
have demonstrated first results of different voting strategies obtained. Since it is our objective to
compare different voting strategies, we had special emphasis on a modular and easy to adapt system
design. In Section 2.4.1, we have presented a scheme for classifying current voting approaches.
With respect to this scheme, our proposed approach could be characterized:
• integrity: The voting component has no effect on the individual classifiers. In our case, this is
a necessity, since we employ commercial OCR devices to improve recognition accuracy.
Thus, only the output is processed
• result representation: Currently, the classifiers have to represent their output on the measure-
ment level. A transformation (adjustment) is performed as a first voting step, so that results
can be combined on any of the three known levels.
• combination: Different combination methods are employed, depending on the chosen repre-
sentation. For the abstract level, a simple majority vote is employed, for the rank level a ver-
sion of the weighted Borda count is employed, and for the measurement level Dempster/
Shafer’s theory of evidence is employed. Each combination method is supported by conflict
resolution knowledge, namely various kinds of confusion matrices. Thus, a normalization of
confidence values and actual probabilities can be obtained.
• restrictions: The voting component imposes only little restrictions on the individual classifi-
ers. They have to represent their results on the measurement level. This constraint can be
weakened without greater effort, since the adjustment component transforms all results on the
chosen representation level.
In the last research period, we payed special attention to the consistent transformation of different
confidence values obtained by different classifiers. Thus, we stored confusion matrices calculated in
an off line learning into a knowledge base. These matrices can be used to transform confidence val-
ues and to improve recognition results. Encouraging results could be documented, especially for the
voting approach based on Dempster/Shafer’s theory of evidence, where a 41% recall and 44% pre-
cision improvement were achieved.
Future work will concentrate on further evaluation of voting results compared to individual clas-
sifiers. Strengths and weaknesses will be elaborated, with special emphasis on the comparison of
the voting component to the best individual classifier.
One challenge directly concerning the voting component is the handling of different character
segmentations and missegmentations. Here, concepts evolve to represent those results in a directed
graph structure and to preprocess this structure before the actual voting takes place.
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For the voting itself, approaches based on neural nets or polynomial classifiers are under consid-
eration. Here, the individual classifier’s output will be treated like “normal” feature vectors, and
known training strategies can be employed.
Furthermore, having evaluated the whole text recognition module, we will better reconcile the
voting component with the contextual postprocessing component.
2.5 Lexical postprocessing
Even a human being is unable to recognize the input characters of a document with sufficient accu-
racy if he does not use additional contextual information to resolve this classification problem
[Toussaint 78]. This is especially true if the input image is of bad quality. One important source of
information is the vocabulary, which defines the allowed words of the document. Much research
has taken place and several solutions have been proposed to integrate this knowledge into the over-
all recognition process of text input by a computer system ([Hall 80], [Hull 88], [Sinha 93]).
The solutions for integrating lexical knowledge can be divided into two different approaches.
The first one uses incomplete knowledge about the words of the vocabulary ([Hull 88], [Riseman
74], [Shinghal 79]). Binary or probability based character transitions are employed to verify the
output of the character recognition stages. Those techniques are very fast but have only a low rec-
ognition accuracy. Furthermore they can also produce character strings as output, which are not
correct words, because of their incomplete knowledge about the vocabulary.
The second approach to integrate lexical knowledge uses a dictionary containing all known or
allowed words [Srihari 1983]. The character hypotheses lattices18, resulting from the character rec-
ognition phase are compared with the words of this dictionary using some kind of distance measure.
There exists a wide variety of different distance measures, some based on the concept of accumu-
lated editing costs some on probabilistic models for the distortions which take place during recogni-
tion ([Kashyap 84], [Weigel 94]). Techniques using this approach do have a good recognition
accuracy but they tend to be slow especially if a large vocabulary is used. In this case a character
hypotheses lattice has to be compared with many different words slowing down the overall process-
ing speed. To overcome this problem several search strategies have been proposed which speed up
the approach by using efficient data structures as well as heuristics to prevent an exhaustive search
over the whole vocabulary.
At the current state of research at DAD we have focused our research interests on lexical post-
processing methods using complete knowledge about the allowed or used words. This has mainly
one reason. The text analysis phase of a document analysis system needs high recognition accuracy
on the word level, which can best be achieved by such methods. If an unknown word is input19, the
best the system could do, is to signal this to the other phases. Even if it would be possible to recon-
struct the unknown word by an alternative approach, the text analysis phase would be unable to use
it, because no further information about the word is available.
In the DAD we have analyzed several different distance measures for string comparison [Weigel
94b]. As result we decided to use a generalization of the well known weighted edit distance. This
distance has the following important properties. It reflects the differences between strings in the
context of OCR very closely. Furthermore it resolves typical normalization problems of the usual
weighted edit distance but also of probabilistic distance measures.
Using a trie for representing the words of the vocabulary, we have developed a fast search algo-
rithm integrating several static and dynamic heuristics for search space reduction. Determining ade-
quate weights for elementary edit operations is an open research problem [Bunke 92]. We have
18. see Section 2.5.2
19. A lexicon rarely contains all words that can occur in a document.
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developed an iterative learning algorithm for the costs of the elementary edit operations based on a
kind of gradient descendant approach. First experiments show that this method can be successfully
employed to improve the overall recognition accuracy. In the following we describe our solution in
detail.
2.5.1 The context of our lexical postprocessing system
We first recapitulate the context and motivation of our approach for lexical post processing of OCR
results. The process of automatic recognition of printed or handwritten input can usually be divided
into several phases [Suen 86]. Typical phases are preprocessing for the purpose of normalization
and for rough information extraction, segmentation, feature computation and classification. Espe-
cially segmentation is a critical phase. Frequently it is not possible to find only one alternative for
splitting up the text into words and the words into characters. Instead several segmentation hypoth-
eses have to be taken into account by the subsequent stages [Peleg 79].
Further ambiguities arise from classification. During the classification phase the segments which
have been identified as possible characters are recognized. Again, it is impossible to identify the
correct character each time. In such a situation it is often better to return several character hypothe-
ses with confidence values instead of only the best, possibly false, one.
Because of all these ambiguities as the overall result so called character hypotheses lattices for
each input word are returned ([Peleg 79], [Weigel 94]). A character hypotheses lattice represents a
possibly large set of candidate strings for the corresponding input word. In a lexical postprocessing
phase it is necessary to identify the input word by comparing the candidate strings of the lattice
with the words of the vocabulary.
Developing a strategy for lexical postprocessing, requires investigations about the demands of
such a phase. Important demands are:
• Efficiency: The time requirements are very important. Lexical postprocessing is a time con-
suming stage of the recognition task, especially if a large vocabulary is used.
• Correctness: The underlying model for comparing the candidate strings with the words of the
dictionary must be adequate for the task of automatic recognition of text input. It should be
able to handle all important kind of errors which could occur. Furthermore important infor-
mation available like confidence values for the character hypotheses and error probabilities
about character confusions has to be integrated and used.
• Adaptability: The approach should be able to adapt its search strategy to the quality of the
input, to the specific characteristics of the preceding recognition stages and if necessary to the
characteristics of the input writing.
In the following we describe a strategy for postprocessing handwritten or machine printed input
which takes the above mentioned demands into account and has proven to work well in our applica-
tion domain. In Section 2.5.2 we describe the fundamental depth first search of the algorithm. It is
expanded by integrating substitution, insertion and deletion operations in Section 2.5.3. In Section
2.5.4 the computation of the confidence values for the word hypotheses is discussed based on some
kind of weighted edit distance. The overall matching algorithm is further speed up by the use of
heuristics described in Section 2.5.5. To get a self-adaptable system we propose an automatic learn-
ing algorithm for the costs of the edit operations in Section 2.5.6. First results are shown in Section
2.5.7 and we conclude with a summary and an outlook of our planned activities in Section 2.5.8.
2.5.2 Fundamental search strategy
An important aspect of the lexical postprocessing approach is the representation of the vocabulary.
An often used structure is a trie [Appel 88], which is a prefix oriented representation of the words.
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This structure allows an efficient realization of our matching strategy.
As mentioned before, the result of the preceding stages of the recognizer is a character hypothe-
ses lattice (CHL) for each input word. A CHL is an acyclic directed graph as shown in Figure 15.
Each node corresponds to a part of the input word identified by the segmentation algorithm. It is
labeled with character hypotheses and their corresponding confidence values. The character
hypotheses results from the classification task of the corresponding part or segment of the input
word. The different paths through the graph are due to different segmentations of the input word.
This way a CHL represents a set of candidate strings which have to be compared with the words of
a vocabulary L.
Figure 15: CHL
The fundamental idea for matching a CHL against a trie is based on a depth first traversal. Precisely,
the paths of the CHL are traversed in a depth first strategy. Assume a node  of the CHL is visited
and the string  is found in the trie on the way to this node. Then all continuations of  by character
hypotheses  of  for which  is a prefix of a word of the vocabulary are build up and stored in
a string set . For all strings t of  the search is recursively continued by visiting all successor
nodes of  one after another with the string t. If a path in the CHL is completed and the string
found this way is also a word of the vocabulary, indicated by an end node in the trie, a possible
hypothesis for the input word is found. In the following this part of the overall matching strategy is
called the normal search.
A special treatment is necessary for nodes in the CHL, which do not have any character hypoth-
eses. Such nodes will be called wildcard nodes. If visiting a wildcard node W during the depth first
search, all characters y found in the trie, which are possible continuations of s, are used to build up
new string hypotheses as before. For each of these hypotheses the search in the CHL will be contin-
ued at the successor nodes as described above. In realistic applications wildcard nodes can occur
frequently. Therefore the strategy of wildcard expansion can become very time consuming. To
speed up the algorithm, a global variable defines the maximal number of wildcards which can be
expanded on one search path through the CHL. That means if a wildcard node in the CHL is visited,
wildcard expansion will only occur, if the number of wildcard expansions necessary to build up the
string found on the way to the node is lower than a threshold Maxwildcard. Otherwise the search is
not continued at this node. Carefully applied, this heuristic does not reduce the recognition rate sig-
nificantly because usually only few wildcard substitutions occur on the right path.
2.5.3 Insertions, substitutions and deletions
Text as input20 is a very unstable, highly variable and ambiguous signal. Therefore it is necessary to
20. Especially if written by some human being.
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handle problems like insertions, deletions and substitutions of characters during a match of a CHL
against a trie21. In this chapter a possible integration of these operations into the overall matching
approach will be discussed.
Assume during the search a node  of the CHL is visited with the string . For all possible con-
tinuations of  by character hypotheses of , stored in the string set , the search procedure will be
called recursively for all successors of  as described above. This way the normal search with
wildcard expansion is executed. When this search is finished for all strings of  some extra opera-
tions will be carried out at the node :
• Substitution: For all strings t of  the first extra operation replaces the character hypotheses at
each successor node of  by all those characters, which are not already member of the
hypotheses set of the corresponding node, but an allowed continuation of the string t accord-
ing to the transitions in the trie22. Subsequently the new character hypotheses are handled as
usual hypotheses and the search is recursively continued by adding the new character hypoth-
eses to t. Obviously successors of  which are wildcard nodes are not considered by this
extra operation.
• Insertion: For all strings t of  the next extra operation inserts additional characters. There-
fore a new successor of , an extra node E, is build up, which contains all characters which
are possible continuations of the string t in the trie. The successors of node E are the same as
the successors of . Subsequently the search continues at the node E and recursively proceed
at the successors of  (and E). E is deleted when the search returns to .
• Deletion: For all strings t of  the last extra operation skips every successor node U of  in
the CHL and continues the search recursively at each successor of U in the usual way.
The algorithm described so far computes some kind of edit transformation between the strings rep-
resented by the CHL and the words of the lexicon. It is not based on a dynamic programming
approach [Wagner 74], but on a recursive depth first traversal. A matching algorithm integrating the
extra operations as described above has some problems with the combinatorially exploding size of
the search space. In one of the following sections we propose several heuristics which speed up the
search without affecting the recognition rate significantly. This way it outperforms our approaches
based on dynamic programming.
2.5.4 Weighting the word or string hypotheses
So far, only the strategy to direct the search for possible word or string hypotheses is described. It is
further necessary to assign measures of belief to the strings or words found this way, to be able to
select the best one. We base the computation of these measures of belief on the confidence values of
the characters in the CHL and the edit operations used for the match. Assume again that a string  is
found on the search to node  in the CHL. Now the question is, which measure of belief should be
given to ? For this purpose, we use some kind of weighted edit distance, which is generalized by
allowing negative costs for edit operations as well as integrating the confidence values of the char-
acter hypotheses at the nodes of the CHL ([Weigel 94],[Weigel 94b]).
First we assume that  is found by a normal search without any extra operation including wild-
card expansions. To compute the measure of belief for  we multiply the confidence values of the
character hypotheses  used for building up  with some edit costs defined by . The
products are subsequently added resulting in the measure of belief for . According to our previous
21. At the moment we also try to incorporate merges and split ups.
22. Afterwards, the original character hypotheses are restored.
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work we usually assign negative costs to operations of the form .
If  is found by a search with some wildcard expansions, the computation of the belief measure
is done in a similar way except for the wildcards expansions. For each expansion by a character ,
a value  is added23.
In a similar way, specific values for the extra operations are determined, which are subsequently
added to get the overall measures of belief of the word hypotheses. For substitutions of the charac-
ter hypotheses of a node N by a character , the confidence value of the best hypotheses y of N is
multiplied with cost 24. If the deletion of a node N occurs, the confidence value of the
best character hypothesis y of N is multiplied by  and the result is subsequently added25.
If N does not contain any character hypothesis only  is added. If an insertion of a charac-
ter  occurs during the match with  the value  is used for this operation.
The measure of belief for a word hypothesis is a kind of edit distance, with some extensions.
Negative values for the costs of edit operations are allowed and the confidence values of the
involved character hypotheses of the CHL are integrated [Weigel 94].
2.5.5 Speeding up the search by the use of heuristics
In its fundamental form, the proposed strategy matches a CHL or the candidate strings represented
by a CHL against the words of a trie based lexicon. This is done by finding the maximal confidence
measure for some candidate string by applying the edit operations, proposed in the sections above.
One main problem is the complexity of the search space (Note, we do not use any dynamic pro-
gramming approach to speed up the task). This will be resolved by the use of heuristics, which
speed up the algorithm without reducing the recognition rate significantly.
The most time consuming operations are extra operations (substitutions, insertions, deletions)
because they expand the search space by the order of magnitudes. Therefore, the first heuristic is a
condition, which is checked before the extra operations are started at a node. Extra operations will
be only executed if this condition is fulfilled. Assume a node N is visited and the string s is found on
the way to it. Then the condition looks as follows:
LoCost is the measure of belief for the string s found on the path to N. Length is the length of s
and LoTresh is a predefined threshold. LoConst is also a user defined parameter which is necessary,
because otherwise an extra operation at the beginning of a path in the CHL is prevented.
With the next heuristic, extra operations are prevented, if a good word hypothesis is already
found by completing the actual search path. The condition is:
MaxMeasure is the confidence value for the best word hypothesis found by completing the
actual path in the CHL before the extra operations at the actual node N are executed, divided by the
length of this word (for normalization issues). Because of its recursive structure the program can
execute extra operations at successors of N. HighTresh is a user defined constant, which should be
high enough to prevent that important edit operations will not take place.
Also the execution of the normal search at node N (before applying extra operations) should be
23.  expresses a wildcard node.
24. A direct extension is possible by integrating all character hypotheses of the actual node to determine the
value of  instead of only considering the best one.
25.  expresses the empty string.
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limited by a condition as follows:
LoConstNormal and LoThreshNormal are constants similar to LoConst and LoThresh. But this
condition prevents the execution of a normal search step. By this condition succeeding extra opera-
tions at the actual node are also excluded.
So far all conditions given are static. Therefore these conditions cannot adapt themselves to the
quality of the recognition results and it is necessary to make these conditions not to restrictive,
because otherwise no word will be returned if the recognition results are not so good. Therefore fur-
ther dynamic conditions are used which become more and more restrictive according to the mea-
sure of belief of the best word hypothesis found so far during the search. There are two dynamic
conditions used by our algorithm:
The first condition must be fulfilled if the extra operations should be executed and the second
condition controls the execution of the normal search steps. GlobalMaxMeasure is the dynamic part
of these unequations. It contains the confidence value of the best word hypothesis found by the
search algorithm up to this moment, normalized by the length of the corresponding word hypothe-
ses. The better this hypothesis is, the more restrictive are the conditions. Therefore, if a good word
hypothesis is found only few further paths in the CHL will be investigated. Par, ParNorm, LoCon-
stDyn and LoConstNormDyn are predefined constants.
2.5.6 Learning the values of
The values of the function  assign the costs to the different edit operations, which are applied to
find a word hypothesis. We define that high positive values reflect a low probability and negative
values a high probability of the corresponding edit operations [Weigel 94b]. To find adequate val-
ues for  is of high importance. For a user it is nearly impossible to find such values. Using an
alphabet of about 80 characters more than 6000 values have to be determined and carefully harmo-
nized with each other.
The problem of automatic determination of adequate edit costs is still an important research area
[Bunke 92]. In [Bunke 93] an interesting basis for an approach is proposed, but its time require-
ments are enormous, so that it is not applicable in our domain. Other usable solutions are not known
to the authors. Therefore we developed an automatic iterative supervised learning scheme, which
automatically computes the values of the function . This algorithm will be presented in this sec-
tion.
Assume a training set of input words  is given as well as the correspond-
ing set of CHLs . Starting with some initial values for  the CHLs of the words
in W are given to the matching algorithm described before. If the correct word is recognized for an
input CHL, nothing happens. Otherwise, if a wrong word hypothesis is returned, the function  is
adapted. This works as follows. Assume that CHL  is given to the matching algorithm and the
word hypotheses  is returned, which is different to the correct word . Further assume that the
measures of belief for  is computed by
LoConstNormal LoCost+
Length------------------------------------------------------------------- LoThreshNormal>
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Length---------------------------------------------------------- GlobalMaxMeasure Par×>
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as described above.  describes the factor by which the costs of the corresponding edit opera-
tion are multiplied and subsequently added to the measure of belief of . If the edit operation is not
used for the match  is equal to zero. We assume that each  describes the overall factor of the
corresponding edit operation. That means if an edit operation  is used several times in
the match, the corresponding expressions are all combined into the single term 26.
To get information about what has to be learned, we match  with a lexicon containing only the
correct input word . To make sure that in most cases a solution in form of a sequence of edit
operations transforming the CHL to  is found, the parameters for search space reduction are
adjusted more liberate than before27. For the match found the confidence value for  can be com-
puted by 28.
Given  and
it is possible to adapt the costs for the edit operations, because the first term describes the costs
of a false edit sequence whereby the second the costs of a correct one. You can argue that the costs
for edit operations which contribute more to the wrong hypothesis should be raised whereby the
costs for edit operation which contribute more to the right hypothesis should be lowered. An adap-
tation of the edit costs take place according to the formula:
 is a positive constant which can be reduced if the training proceed to prevent typical triggering
problems. By this formula, the costs for edit operations which contribute more to the right hypothe-
sis than to wrong are reduced. On the other hand costs of edit operations contributing more to the
wrong hypothesis are increased.
Some special cases have to be considered separately. First if no word  is returned, we assume
that all  are equal to zero. Also if the reference search in the trie containing only the word
fails, all  are assumed to be zero. In these cases the updating function for the edit costs can be
used without changes.
2.5.7 Experiments
In our experiments we used a document database of about 90 scanned business letters many of them
of bad quality. For all documents the recognition results, i. e. the CHLs, are stored. Together the
documents contain about 9500 words. The document set is divided into a training set containing
about 8300 words and a test set containing about 1200 words. The training starts with some initial
values for the edit costs, carefully selected during experiments, but with the restriction, that edit
operations of the same type (deletion, substitution etc.) do have the same costs.
Training of the edit costs was done by running through the train set for 20 times. After each tra-
versal the intermediate values for the edit costs are tested against the test set. In Figure 16 the num-
ber of words correctly recognized in the test set after each training step are shown. Starting with
750 words before training, after 20 traversals through the training set about 915 words are correctly
recognized. In Figure 17 the number of wrong words recognized after each training step is shown,
26. This is easily done by  with .
27. This is no problem because the lexicon contains only one word and we do not have any time problems.
28. Again we assume that each  describes the overall factor of the corresponding edit operation.
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starting with about 235 and decreasing to 80. In Figure 18 the number of rejections is presented.
Here the number is relative stable over the training period, between 200 and 255.
Figure 16: Correct words
Figure 17: Wrong words
Figure 18: Rejections
The improvements of the recognition results due to the training procedure are obvious. Only about
6 training steps are necessary to achieve the best results. The experiments we conducted on a Sun
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Sparc Station 20 with a C++ implementation of the algorithm. On this machine about 9 words per
second can be processed.
We think further progress is possible by building font specific postprocessing modules, which
models the specific errors of different document types more adequate. Also the integration of addi-
tional edit operations for merges and split ups will improve the recognition accuracy as well as the
efficiency of the learning algorithm.
2.5.8 Summary and future work
We proposed an approach for efficiently postprocessing printed and handwritten input by the use of
lexical knowledge. It is based on a complex strategy to compare the candidate strings in a character
hypotheses lattice with the words of a vocabulary. By the use of several heuristics it is possible to
reduce the time complexity by the order of magnitudes without decreasing the recognition accuracy
significantly. To allow an automatic adaptation of the algorithm to the strengths and shortcomings
of other recognition phases an iterative automatic learning algorithm for the costs of the edit opera-
tions was outlined. Experiments reveal that a significant reduction of the error rate can be achieved
by this method.
At the moment we are working on methods for automatically adapting the search parameters to
get a complete self-adapting system. Furthermore we try to handle segmentation errors like charac-
ter split ups and merges by integrating additional edit operations for these cases in a straightforward
fashion.
Also some theoretical investigation of the properties of the learning algorithm for the edit costs
are under way. First results are presented in Appendix 1.
An open question strongly related to the time behavior of a string correction module is the size
of the vocabulary used. It has to be clarified if it is of benefit to include all possible words or to use
only the most important ones. This depends strongly on the demands of the text analysis phase but
also on the quality of the input data. Using a large dictionary poses efficiency problems and can
result in unwanted word substitution faults. On the other hand, a small vocabulary does not contain
all words in the text and produces many errors or at least no results, if unknown words are feed into
the system.
To handle words not appearing in the lexicon, postprocessing approaches based on incomplete
knowledge about the vocabulary (e.g. n-grams) should be considered [Hull 88]. For us this
approach does not seem to be very ingenious because unknown words can not been handled by the
succeeding text analysis phase.
Motivated by the use of concurrent lexical postprocessing algorithms, a further task of the text
recognition process could combine different word recognition results to produce a uniform output
for the text analysis steps. Again, the homogenization is only one aspect, the other goal is an
improvement in overall word recognition accuracy. Most statements made for voting on character
recognition level also hold for voting on word recognition level, especially those concerning the
three representation levels and the induced combination methods. Again, it is possible to compare
different approaches ranging from simple majority vote to more sophisticated methods involving
probabilistic reasoning.
2.6 Reactive plan generation
The sections above have listed the typical analysis tasks of a document analysis system together
with some of the approaches used to solve the corresponding problems. So far, nothing was said
about the combination of these approaches. This is a task itself and will be described in this section.
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2.6.1 The task of planning the analysis flow
There are a lot of problems in a document analysis system which make its configuration a difficult
task.
• Most subtasks of text recognition and analysis could not be handled with a single general solu-
tion algorithm. On the contrary, it is crucial to built algorithms for input data with different
characteristics, so there will often be a set of specialized approaches; e.g. one OCR is better
suited for font types with serifs whereas another is more reliable on sans serif fonts.
• Document analysis in our domains is a very complex problem, where a wide variety of input
documents with different characteristics have to be handled. Because of this complexity, it is
not possible to state beforehand which algorithms can be best applied for the different sub-
tasks. Not even the order in which the subtasks have to be processed may be obvious in
advance.
• Most analysis algorithms return alternative results. Therefore, a combinatorial explosion of
search space must be prevented.
• Most results of the analysis algorithms are vague and therefore attached with different mea-
sures of belief. Furthermore, often there are no or even false results.
All these problems motivate the development of a reactive plan generation module and its integra-
tion into a document analysis system. The goal is to build this reactive plan generation module
being able to combine the specific recognition algorithms in a way, that optimal results are achieved
by the controlled system, with a reasonable use of system resources.
2.6.2 State of the Art
Because of the problems pointed out above, a static analysis sequence does not work in practice.
For many tasks there are various analysis algorithms with different applicability, depending on doc-
ument characteristics. The idea to apply all available analysis algorithms in all possible combina-
tions is unfeasible, because of the time constraints imposed on the overall analysis. Only for some
specific subtasks, it seems to be useful to apply all the corresponding specialists. In such cases, a
voting component could be used, to combine the different results and thereby preventing a search
space explosion. This approach is chosen for the character classification task in our system (see
Section 2.4).
So, what we need is a component which dynamically plans the document analysis process. It
should consider the results of each algorithm and estimate if progressing in the analysis flow seems
possible or if the current results need improvement or refinement beforehand. An analysis system
working like this will always try to guarantee best possible result quality with respect to a global
goal. Furthermore, it constrains the number of result alternatives obtained by successive knowledge
sources.
There have been some rule-based approaches to organize limited subtasks of document analysis,
e.g. segmentation [Fisher 90] and labeling [Niyogi 86],[Kreich 91]. Our plan generation should
treat complex interactions between diverse stages of the analysis. Therefore a comparison with the
following systems seems more adequate:
ABLS (Address Block Location System, [Wang 86]) is a framework used to determine destina-
tion address blocks on arbitrary mail peaces. ABLS contains a dependency graph to describe the
interdependencies of all tools in the framework, separate knowledge rules with selection and utili-
zation criteria for each tool frame, and a blackboard for the exchange of tool results. Control rules
are used to relate knowledge rules and analysis states and strategy rules direct the search of result
hypotheses. The inference engine uses a generate-and-test procedure, pursuing the occasionally
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best hypothesis.
Another system following the generate-and-test strategy is GRAPHEIN [Chenevoy 91]. It is also
blackboard-based and able to follow alternative strategies for one task. The highest level of control
is a “selector” that decides which specialists are applicable in a specific situation. This meta-knowl-
edge consists of control rules containing methodologies of how to solve subgoals of a problem.
Basic work in this field was also done in the WIDAN project [Fein 92],[Kasper 94] where a
model-based control was proposed. The analysis system consisted of two kinds of problem solvers:
analysis problem solvers which perform basic tasks and control problem solvers which organize
subtasks by coordinating analysis problem solvers or other control problem solvers. The problem
solvers itself are arranged in a taxonomy. The logical coherency between them are described in
analysis models which use operators to define alternative strategies. The goal was to avoid errors
rather than to react on errors. However, it is difficult if not impossible to describe problem solver
behavior in a precision useful for this purpose.
InfoPortLab [Bayer 94] is a document analysis system where a semantic net language FRESCO
is used to describe properties and relations of certain algorithms for layout extraction and text rec-
ognition. These descriptions are collected in a knowledge base. The inference engine uses an
“aggregated method” from the model which describes the dependencies between “basic methods,”
i.e. analysis algorithms. According to the results on a blackboard, applicable algorithms from the
model are gathered, their respective usefulness rated, and the most promising one executed. The
control component of InfoPortLab is based on technology developed in the WIDAN cooperation
project between DaimlerBenz and DFKI.
The above systems all use a blackboard for exchanging knowledge and results between plan
generation component and analysis algorithms. Dynamically planning and controlling the analysis
is done by establishing a dynamic interlocking of analysis approaches. Since the blackboard mech-
anism is very useful for this purpose we also use it in our approach which is described in the next
section. This description is centered around the blackboard data structure as the basic communica-
tion architecture.
2.6.3 Planning and control scheme
In order to build a system with flexible problem solving behavior we need a planning component. It
should be capable of recognizing approaches adequate in a specific analysis situation of a given
document and treating the entanglement of the respective approaches. Only those approaches
should be applied which seem necessary or useful in certain situations with respect to the global
analysis goal. By monitoring progress in the analysis and reacting on problems within certain anal-
ysis approaches an improvement of analysis can be achieved.
An obvious idea for solving this task is to build a collection of typical problem cases together
with solutions. During analysis one then can check each analysis situation against known problem
cases and eventually “repair” the analysis flow. However, this assumes relatively static problem
descriptions which are not sufficient for our purposes, since a problem might have different causes.
But often the degree of a problem (e.g. percentage and number of misrecognized regions) gives
hints about reasons and possible tuning methods.
Thus we need flexible and declarative problem descriptions together with the ability to compare
these with typical situations during analysis. Since these situations can be defined by analysis his-
tory so far and both available and expected result characteristics, the control task involves tracking
the analysis process and all intermediate results. If we can find suitable situation descriptions, the
combination of approaches could be done at runtime by checking actual analysis situation and com-
paring against expectations. We could then infer how to continue the analysis.
This gives us both options for
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• feedback loops between approaches — some approaches can be simplified if they have
“knowledge” provided by a task normally solved later: e.g. the lexical postprocessing can
detect problems resulting from segmentation and therefore give hints for redoing segmentation
• special postprocessing steps — sometimes a specific document might pose a problem solvable
with support of an additional special approach: e.g. OCR problems sometimes can be cured by
identifying the document font prior to applying a single-font classifier.
It would be expensive to propagate all kinds of data to every specialist since usually only few of
them can actually use it or are interested in it. A better approach is to just inform knowledge sources
actually affected by certain information.
This leads to a blackboard style system architecture (see Section 2 and Figure 19) consisting of
three parts: knowledge sources, a common data structure for sharing results and information, and a
scheduler which globally plans and directs the analysis efforts of all knowledge sources [Hayes-
Roth 85], [Engelmore 88].
To enable a global control, each algorithm in the system provides a uniform interface with self-
describing information, especially its preconditions for running and into what data it is interested.
Besides this, a measurement of average reliability is useful when there are several alternative
knowledge sources for a task, e.g. different character classifiers. The knowledge sources must also
understand a special protocol for the communication with the controlling scheduler.
Each knowledge source collects information from a global data structure — the blackboard —
and returns new information to it. At each time of the analysis process all available information is
accessible from the blackboard together with the respective creators. For the global evaluation of
data it is especially helpful if all data have some kind of credibility measure attached.
The scheduler has strategy knowledge for performing the analysis. It monitors the behavior of
each knowledge source for a specific document and revises its analysis strategy after certain plan
steps. By comparing credibility measures contained in the results of knowledge sources and apply-
ing internal control knowledge it makes assumptions about the overall analysis quality at a time.
Depending on this quality together with a preset analysis scenario it then decides upon proceeding
in the analysis process: acceptable quality will result in applying a knowledge source leading
straight forward, whereas problems will possibly result in activation of specialized knowledge
Figure 19: Relation between plan generation and other tasks
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sources depending on the derived cause.
2.6.4 Summary and future work
We have motivated a reactive plan generation component as the basic control part of a document
analysis system. The main reasons are the absence of an unambiguous and static analysis sequence
and the complexity of the results returned by all approaches.
The proposed component pursues a plan which is permanently refined by reacting on results
returned by the approaches. This way, only the most promising approaches with respect to an anal-
ysis situation will be applied. On the one hand the sequential order of processing subtasks has to be
identified. On the other hand for each subtask the decision between competitive approaches must be
considered.
A first prototype for this kind of analysis control has been realized. Future work will concentrate
on the development of elaborated strategies for the analysis. This requires investigating sample
plans, determining their weaknesses, and working out improvements for the whole system. The lat-
ter can be achieved by an enhanced combination of currently available algorithms and by establish-
ing the need for additional specialists and their proper integration.
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3 System architecture
As mentioned in the precedent section, for each analysis (sub)task, several problem solving tech-
niques are planed or realized, which are competitive or complete one another. They have different
abilities and thus are qualified for specific analysis situations. In which situation which problem
solver have to be activated is task of the plan generation module. The resulting system architecture
consists of four main components:
• set of analysis specialists
• plan generation module
• knowledge base manager
• document archive manager
The set of problem solving algorithms are further divided into text recognition algorithms being
discussed in this report (cf. Section 2), and text analysis algorithms being presented in a separate
report [Baumann 95]. The plan generation module is introduced in Section 2.6 and its necessity for
a successful analysis was pointed out.
The two system parts, namely the knowledge base manager and the document archive manager
are not introduced in this report. The first one handles and interprets the knowledge about the anal-
ysis process while the second one is responsible for managing the analysis results of all problem
solvers as well the final system output. The interesting reader is referred to [Baumann 95] and [Blä-
sius 95]. Figure 20 illustrates graphically the system architecture.
In general we can state that our system architecture is adequate for a large set of document anal-
ysis applications. This ability is rendered by the modularity of the entire system. Single analysis
components can be easily exchanged or improved without modifying other components. A second
feature is the separation of domain-specific knowledge and storage in a knowledge base. This sepa-
ration allows an easy adaptation of analysis algorithms to different tasks or domains. Also, specific
analysis strategies of the reactive plan generation module are stored in a declarative manner, allow-
ing a problem-oriented analysis and therefore serving as a basis for a document analysis shell.
Currently, our text recognition system consists of one layout extraction routine, one font
attribute identification routine, two OCR routines (commercial devices), one voting routine and one
lexical postprocessing routine. Most of the routines can be activated with specific parameters which
influence their analysis characteristics. For the plan generation module, a first prototype is available
which uses declaratively stored plans to control the analysis flow.
The following example depicts a possible analysis scenario for the text recognition phase. The reac-
tive plan generation component will typically start with a standard plan suitable for most kinds of
documents in a domain. This will usually be something like image capturing, segmentation, OCR,
voting and lexical postprocessing. After each plan step the global change on the blackboard is mea-
sured, e.g. by collecting the credibility measures of new result hypotheses. All intermediate credi-
bility measures are combined and evaluated according to the control knowledge. The control
knowledge will probably express, that an abrupt decrease of credibility between two knowledge
source activations indicates problems in one of the former phases. E.g. OCR errors usually result
from split ups or merges not detected during segmentation. The segmentation probably will have
marked uncertainties in a way, so that inferring the cause for the problems is possible. The control
knowledge describes solutions for each kind of analysis problem. An alternative plan to handle the
OCR problems described above could be a resegmentation of split or merged characters followed
by a restart of the OCR, voting, and lexical postprocessing modules.
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Figure 20: System architecture of our document analysis shell.
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4 Testing & performance measurement (benchmarking)
Testing and performance measurement is a vital task for almost each project but also for many
research areas. Beside others, it enables the management, the client, the scientist, or the developer
to
• judge project progress,
• analyze system performance,
• discover problems or faults,
• compare alternative approaches.
A document analysis system is build up of many different modules. Testing and performance mea-
surement is indispensable for the project success because it enables the developers to measure their
progress as well as the quality of their system compared to competing ones. It furthermore builds a
basis for a systematic identification of problems, which is perhaps the most important source of
improvement. Obviously in a research project we are not so interested in testing maintainability and
other typical questions which are important from a software engineering point of view29. Instead
we are mainly interested in the capacity of our solutions, e. g. the number of correctly recognized
characters or the number of missegmented words.
At the current state of research, testing and performance measurement in the area of document
analysis is only rudimentary considered. Despite many researchers describe some experiments,
most of them for single modules resolving only subtasks of the overall document analysis problem,
the test methods are rarely useful to serve as a basis for a more general approach. In this context the
work of ISRI is worth mentioning ([UNLV 93], [UNLV 94]). The researchers at this institute are
working on fundamental techniques for testing systems in the area of document analysis, especially
for OCR systems. The lack of useful methods for benchmarking is the reason why we have to
develop methods, which gives us all the information mentioned above.
In the first step to develop a strategy for testing we have to specify what is the intended in- and
output of the system under consideration. Then adequate metrics have to be defined which allow a
judgement of the different properties of the system. In spite of a complex system, e. g. a document
analysis or text recognition system, we are mainly interested in the overall system performance.
With respect to this goal, the performance of single modules can never be analyzed only in isola-
tion, because the combination of several good modules must not necessarily result in a better sys-
tem than the combination of modules which are not so good. This is especially true, if the first ones
are not harmonized to each other. Nevertheless, also tests have to be developed for system compo-
nents (sets of modules). This enables a researcher to analyze a single component and helps him in
his decision how to proceed in his work. Furthermore such tests help other developers to decide
which solution they should integrate into their system.
Another important task is to build up test sets which reflect the real input data as good as possi-
ble. Because usually a test set can not comprise all possible input alternatives (possibly with the
right distribution), it is a challenging task to build up such sets.
In the following sections we want to discuss the tasks, challenges and possible approaches for
testing layout extraction, OCR, voting on character level, lexical postprocessing and plan genera-
tion. In our view testing plan generation covers testing of the overall system performance, which
means testing the text recognition system in this research report. Testing of the whole document
analysis system is considered in [Baumann 95], where also the overall goals of the system are spec-
ified.
29. This does not mean, that we are not interested to fulfill these properties.
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4.1 Testing layout extraction
Documents digitized by an optical scanner or received via fax are represented as binary images. To
extract information from the image, it is necessary to group image points (pixels) to segments. In
this sense the layout extraction is the first analysis phase generating a new representation of the
binary image, that makes various kinds of knowledge explicit.
The main goals of the layout extraction are the generation of block, line, word, and character
segments and the separation of text from nontext segments. Character segments are input of charac-
ter classifiers recognizing the character shape as a symbol of a given alphabet. Word segments are a
basis of the word verification components identifying a character sequence as a legal string or
known word. The line and block segments are necessary to calculate several features for text recog-
nition (e.g. half- and baseline of a text line), to determine the context of characters (e.g. font type),
and to identify the reading order. For text recognition only text segments are relevant. Separation of
text from nontext avoids unnecessary and time intensive recognition work. At the same time, text
analysis will not be confused by incomplete and erroneously recognized “graphic strings”.
Because all subsequent analysis phases depend on the results of the layout extraction, it is
important to perform a correct and reliable segmentation. A successful layout extraction is a neces-
sary precondition for the other steps in the document recognition process.
To measure the performance and estimate the quality of a layout extraction algorithm we distin-
guish the following evaluation criteria:
• Completeness of text segments: The layout extraction algorithm must detect all text regions
in the document (binary image). Undetected regions are for ever lost for the subsequent anal-
ysis phases.
• Soundness of text segments: Every region identified as a text segment must be really a text
region. Graphic regions identified as text segments complicate the task and aggravate the
results of text recognition.
• Exactness of text segments: The position and amount of pixels belonging to one extracted text
segment must be exact i.e. only relevant pixels should be grouped. Overlapping with pixels of
adjacent text segments or of the background is not allowed.
Results of layout extraction consist of pixel classification30 and page segmentation31. Estimating
the quality of pixel classification is moderately difficult: the solution is unique, and one can simply
compare the classification result with pre-stored “ground truth” data, including for each pixel in the
binary image its corresponding correct class.
Unlike for pixel classification, evaluating page segmentation is not straightforward. The optimal
segmentation is not necessarily well defined and unique for a page [Randriamasy 94]. Comparing
the results of an image segmentation algorithm with the expected results can not be realized using
an exact matching. Instead of this “pure” identity matching a sophisticated similarity measure for
two (or more) objects is necessary.
A method capable of providing an explicit error specification can help us to improve our cur-
rently developed segmentation algorithm and to measure its performance and its quality compared
to competing ones. Moreover, a segmentation algorithm must be tested on hundreds of input pages,
which stresses the need for an automatic tool [Randriamasy 94].
An automatic image-level, segment based evaluation of a layout extraction algorithm compares
results with predefined ground truth information. The ground truth zones and the created real zones
should be represented in the same way. Possible representations of zones are rectangles (bounding
30. in text or nontext pixels.
31. i.e. segmentation of the binary image in text (characters, words, lines, blocks) and graphic objects.
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boxes) or polygons. The similarity measure depends directly on the chosen zone representation.
Manually labeling of real documents is a very hard and time consuming task. Thus testing
(benchmarking) the layout extraction should begin first with providing a tool for automatic genera-
tion of ground truth data from a binary image. Such synthetic data consists of a description of pos-
sible correct segmentations. It should involve block, line, word and character ground truth
information. Important ground truth information for the layout extraction are: position, bounding
polygon (or contour description) and type (text, nontext). The segmentation results are then
matched against the ground truth information. The approach here is to compute the overlapping and
the similarity of every “ground truth” zone with all “real” zones and vice versa.
The output of the testing (benchmarking) tool should provide a multi-level output for a given
document test suite and its corresponding ground truth information [Randriamasy 94]:
• Overall output of the test suite: a numerical statistic should be provided over the test suite. It
consists essentially of the arithmetic means of the results of the page-level output.
• Page-level output is provided both for the “real” document and for its corresponding ground
truth data. It includes error frequencies such as number of undetected regions, number of
merged or split regions etc.
• Region-level output: is only detailed for the incorrectly segmented ground truth zones. For
each of them, the testing (benchmarking) tool provides: type, position (location), number of
pixels missed by segmentation, number of regions it has been split in, the diagnosis on the
splittings and merges done on that region.
4.2 Testing OCR and voting on character level
Most publications about OCR and voting of OCR results include some tests, which measure the
• character recognition rate,
• character misrecognition rate,
• character rejection rate,
• time consumption
of their solutions. Though these are the most important quantities, it is obvious that extensions to
these fundamental indicators can be defined to describe how well a system works. For example dif-
ferent faults can be weighted by different costs to value their importance. Further result classes like
split ups and merges of characters can be considered.32 As result we can say that there is a wide
variety of possible metrics to describe system behavior quantitatively. Which is the best one is
impossible to decide in general and depends strongly on what we are mainly interested in.
Though there are many publications on performance measurements of OCR and voting systems,
the results are difficult to compare. This is mainly caused by the fact that no uniform test approach
is available. Perhaps the main reason for this are the different test sets used for the experiments.
Building up realistic test sets for performance measurement is a time consuming and therefore
expensive task. Large sets of ground truth data are necessary. At the current state of research no per-
fect format for the ground truth data is defined. For example, is storing the ASCII text enough, or is
it necessary to add zone information for the blocks, words, or even characters? Furthermore, should
32. Here we are confronted with faults which could be imposed by the segmentation phase. If we are interested
in the behavior of the complete OCR system (including preprocessing, segmentation...) such faults are
important test quantities. If only the classification phase is analyzed, an approach which is able to recognize
merged characters is handicapped. This example shows how much the test strategy can be influenced by the
relationships between the different tasks of the overall problem, and that a decision is necessary if a module
should be tested in combination with its preceding phases or not.
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typical document information like the predominating font, the print quality etc. be also stored? At
the moment only one set of test data is publicly available, the Haralick-CD [UW 93].
Directly related to the problem, which information should be stored, is the wide spread of test
algorithms which can be applied to measure the performance. For example some researchers use
the presegmented words or characters thereby reducing the error rate because no segmentation
errors can occur. Using presegmented characters as input data, the test algorithms become very sim-
ple. They must only count the correct and incorrect recognized characters as well as all rejections.
Solutions for test data which are not presegmented are much more difficult. Elaborate matching
algorithms must be developed and applied, comparing the output of the recognition system with the
ground truth data. Handling character and word segmentation errors adequately is only one of the
problems encountered here.
It becomes more and more obvious, that test sets and test procedures have to be standardized to
support further progress in this research field. An interesting step in this direction are the efforts of
the ISRI ([UNLV 93], [UNLV 94]), which conducted annual tests of the accuracy of OCR and vot-
ing systems. These test are only for general purpose systems. It seems to be necessary to define also
tests for specific applications.
At DAD we are also developing test algorithms for OCR and voting results. We need algorithms
for our special result structures including particularities like segmentation alternatives and charac-
ter hypotheses sets. The test algorithms should not only measure our own progress, but also help to
identify predominant errors made by the system. Furthermore, we build up our own set of test data,
some of it synthetically generated by the use of distortion models, others based on public available
test sets. Building up our own test set makes us independent from the rare public available sources
of test data, which are seldom adequate for our research. Furthermore, we are forced to build up test
data of documents from our application domain, which has its own characteristics on which the sys-
tem has to be trained and tested.
4.3 Testing the lexical postprocessing
The objective of performance measurement of the lexical postprocessing and a word voting phase
is to determine the
• number of correct recognized words
• number of misrecognized words
• number of rejections
• time consumption
or extensions of these fundamental quantities. Most of our discussion in Section 4.2 is also true for
testing solutions for lexical postprocessing and is not repeated here once again. It should only be
noted, that again the ISRI conducts an annual test where the word recognition capacity of different
systems33 is analyzed [Rice 94].
4.4 Testing the Plan Generation
As described before the plan generation module should control the overall document analysis sys-
tem, but it must also be able to direct only parts of it, like the text recognition phase. Testing the
plan generation module can be split up into two subtasks:
• plan testing
• system result testing
33. In this case OCR systems.
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Plan testing consists in measuring characteristics of the solution plan, e.g. time needed for problem
solution, number of analysis steps (invoked knowledge sources), storage requirements of the con-
trolled system etc. These measures do not describe the result quality of the controlled system, but
rather are measures for how the solution was achieved. A challenging problem for plan testing is to
define a “ground truth” plan, i.e. the optimal plan for a given analysis problem, with which the
actual solution could be compared. Also, for this comparison adequate metrics have to be defined.
It is obvious that the results returned by the controlled system also determine the quality of the
plan generation module. Only a good plan generation strategy is able to employ the right knowl-
edge sources in an efficient manner to resolve the problem at hand. Testing of the system results can
be done by using the performance measurements defined for the corresponding back-end specialist.
Thus, progress in the plan generation module is achieved if the results of the controlled system have
improved by only changing the planning strategy.
To value a plan generation module both the measurements of plan testing and of system result
testing have to be considered. Generally which measures are more important depends on the appli-
cation and the goals of the project and has to be investigated with care.
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5 Conclusion
In this report the current text recognition activities at the DFKI’s document analysis and office auto-
mation department are presented. The activities serve as a basis for different document analysis
projects. The results ascertained build the input for a message extraction and text understanding
component which is described in a separate report [Baumann 95].
In order to present and to evaluate problem solving strategies and solutions, the overall text rec-
ognition task is divided into six subtasks, namely image preprocessing and layout extraction, font
identification, character classification, voting of OCR results, and lexical postprocessing. The sin-
gle problem solving strategies are combined to a global document analysis strategy by a reactive
plan generation module. For each subtask possible solutions are discussed, and the current activities
are presented in different detail.
Instead of a complete summary of the single activities we want to focus on the main characteris-
tics of our planed and currently realized system.
Text Recognition Strategy: For text recognition there is no universal analysis strategy applicable
to any document image. For this purpose, we have presented a plan-based analysis control mecha-
nism activating specialized problems solvers in specific situations. Instead of a strict sequential
analysis process, feedback loops between the single analysis phases can be realized. Additionally,
the control mechanism proposed allows the distributed analysis where different analysis problems
are solved using different workstations.
Layout Extraction for Mixed Mode Documents: For the image preprocessing and layout extrac-
tion task, a robust algorithm has been described. It is based on black and white connected compo-
nents which are successively classified as text or nontext. Text components are grouped to
character, word, line, and block segments and therefore serve as a good basis for the character and
word recognition task. The approach presented has several advantages over other known tech-
niques: It handles normal as well as inverse text, accepts characters in different font styles and
sizes, is independent from text orientation, and allows the processing of characters which consist of
more than one connected component.
Results Combination of Competitive Classifiers (Voting): To enable postprocessing on character
hypotheses obtained by different OCR systems, we have developed a voting component. The goal
is to combine results from different OCRs performing their tasks in parallel and to achieve higher
recognition accuracy than any of the individual classifiers. To represent classification results on the
measurement level and to improve classification accuracy, confusion matrices are learned in an off-
line learning phase. A voting architecture was proposed and first encouraging results with different
representation and combination methods could be presented.
Lexical Postprocessing with Learning Capabilities: In the area of lexical postprocessing a flexi-
ble error correction mechanism by using knowledge about the allowed words, has been developed.
It is based on an extension of the weighted edit distance, which closely reflects the distortions typi-
cally made by the layout extraction and character classification phase. Furthermore, a gradient
descendant based learning algorithm for the edit costs was proposed. Experiments reveal its poten-
tial for this application domain. First theoretical results of the learning algorithm have been
achieved, which prove its convergence property under the assumption that the rough form of the
solution is already known.
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Appendix 1
The weighted edit distance is a well known measure to define the similarity of strings. It is used in a
wide area of applications [Hall 80]. Usually the costs for the different edit operations are adjusted in
an unsystematic way, resulting in fairly good weights. As an alternative we propose an iterative
supervised learning algorithm, which adapts the weights based on a kind of gradient descendant
approach. We show, that under some conditions the algorithm stops after a finite number of steps
with a solution. Experiments reveal, that the weights computed by the learning algorithm, are very
good solutions for typical classification problems.
1.1 Fundamentals
Let  be a finite alphabet and  be the set of all strings over . According to the notation of
[Wagner 74] and [Marzal 93], let  be a string of , where  is the ith symbol of
X. We denote  the substring of X, which includes the symbols from  to , . The
length of such a string is defined as . If ,  is the null string  with
.
An edit operation is a pair , where both a and b are strings of lengths 0 or 1. We
restrict our focus on editing paths which are defined as follows. An editing path  between X
and Y is a sequence of edit operations ,  satisfying the follow-
ing:
, ,
,
, ,
A weight function  assigns to each edit operation a real number. According to [Weigel 94b] we
allow positive and negative weights. The function  can be extended to edit paths
 by
.
Assume  is a list, which contains each possible edit operation exactly one
time. We define a weight vector for  and L with . We further define a
usage vector  for  and L by:
 = number of occurrences of  in .
The weighted edit distance ED(X, Y, ) between X and Y according to  is defined as:
ED(X, Y, ) = min{  |  is an editing path between X and Y}
 is called a minimal editing path between X, Y according to  if .
1.2 General learning algorithm
Properly setting of the costs for the elementary edit operations is a current research area [Bunke
92]. In [Bunke 93] a basis is set for an optimal determination of the costs. One main problem is the
huge amount of time needed by this approach. In this section we propose an alternative learning
Σ Σ∗ Σ
X X1X2…Xn= Σ∗ Xi
Xi…j Xi Xj 1 i j n≤,≤
Xi…j j i– 1+= i j> Xi…j λ
λ 0=
a b→ λ λ→≠
PX Y,
Xik 1– 1…ik+ Yjk 1– 1…jk+→ 1 k p≤ ≤
0 ik X≤ ≤ 0 jk Y≤ ≤
i0 j0,( ) 0 0,( )= ip jp,( ) X Y,( )=
0 ik ik 1– 1≤–≤ 0 jk jk 1– 1≤–≤ k 1≥∀
ik ik 1–– jk jk 1– 1≥–+
γ
γ
PX Y, e1e2…es=
γ PX Y,( ) γ ei( )
i 1=
s
∑=
L eo1 eo2 … eom, , ,( )=
Gγ L, γ Gγ L, i[ ] γ eoi( )=
V PX Y,
V i[ ] eoi PX Y,
γ γ
γ γ PX Y,( ) PX Y,
PX Y, γ ED X Y γ, ,( ) γ PX Y,( )=
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algorithm. It is based on an iterative learning approach with some kind of gradient descendant pro-
cedure [Duda 73].
We start with a formal description of the problem: Assume a set of strings
 is given representing the different result classes. Furthermore, we have n
string sets , . The problem is to find a weight function  such that
We propose some kind of gradient descendant method for solving this problem. Assume we start
with some initial weights function  then the algorithm works as follows:
Algorithm 1
Input:
,
initial weight function ;
list of all edit operation ;
; // adaptation parameter
begin
i = 1;
while (  ) do
for all  do
if  do nothing
else
compute  with
compute a minimal editing path  between  and  according to
compute a minimal editing path  between  and  according to
build the usage Vector  for  and L
build the usage Vector  for  and L
for j = 1 to m do  endfor
i = i + 1;
end else
end for
endwhile
return
end;
The algorithm realizes some kind of gradient descendant strategy. Each time a pattern  is mis-
W w1 w2 … wn, , ,{ }=
Bi b1i b2i …bji
i
, ,{ }= 1 i n≤ ≤ γ
b
v
u Bii 1=
n∪∈ wt wu≠( ) :ED bvu wu γ, ,( ) ED bvu wt γ, ,( )<∀,∀
γ1
W w1 w2 … wn, , ,{ }=
Bi b1i b2i …bji
i
, ,{ }= 1 i n≤ ≤
γ1
L eo1 eo2 … eom, , ,( )=
ω 0>
b
v
u Bii 1=
n∪∈ wt wu≠( ) :ED bvu wu γi, ,( ) ED bvu wt γi, ,( )≥∃,∃
b
v
u B1 B2…Bn∪∈
wt wu≠( ) :ED bvu wu γi, ,( ) ED bvu wt γi, ,( )<∀
w
r
w
u
≠ wt wr≠( ) :ED bvu wr γi, ,( ) ED bvu wt γi, ,( )≤( )∀
P
a
b
v
u w
r
γi
Pb bvu wu γi
V
a
P
a
Vb Pb
γi 1+ eoj( ) γi eoj( ) ω Va j[ ] Vb j[ ]–( )+=
γi
b
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u
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classified, the weights are adapted in a way that the distance to the right string is reduced and the
distance to the best fitting wrong one is enlarged.
It is obvious, that if Algorithm 1 terminates it returns a solution weight function. Unfortunately
even if a solution weight function  exists Algorithm 1 does not necessarily terminate. This is eas-
ily demonstrated with an example. Assume the following input data of Algorithm 1:
, with  and ,
, , with  and
A possible solution weight function is given by some  with: , ,
, , and for all other edit operations the costs are equal to 1000. If
we start Algorithm 1 with an initial weight function  defined by: ,
, and for all other edit operations the costs are equal to 1000, then it computes an
infinite chain of weight functions , ,... with: ,  for all odd k
and ,  for all even k.
1.3 Conditions for convergation
In this section we want to discuss a slight modification of Algorithm 1, using information about the
rough form of the solution, which always computes a solution weight function if such a function
exists. Again we have a set of strings  representing the different result
classes. Furthermore, we have n string sets , . As before the prob-
lem is to find a weight function  such that
Given some initial weight function  the problem is that for some  there exists a  with
. Nevertheless we often know the minimal editing path
 between  and  according to the solution vector  (which we do not know at this
moment). Usually  reflects the distortions which have transformed  into .
 can be easily constructed by matching both strings with a rough approximation  of .
In spite of some uncertainties a user can decide which editing path reflects best the distortions. For-
mally, we have the situation in which we know for all  a minimal path
between  and  according to the unknown solution vector . As an example look at the strings
aab and aac. It is reasonable to assume, that the minimal editing path according to  is
. Note that we actually do not know the solution weight function  itself.
Algorithm 2 uses the knowledge about the right form of the minimal solution edit paths to
achieve its goal, i. e. a solution weight function.
γ
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Algorithm 2
Input:
,
initial weight function ;
list of all edit operation ;
 a minimal editing path  according to an unknown
solution weight function 34
;
begin
i = 1;
while (  ) do
for all  do
if  do nothing
else
compute  with
compute a minimal editing path  between  and  according to
build the usage Vector  for  and L
build the usage Vector  for  and L
for j = 1 to m do  endfor
i = i + 1;
end else
end for
endwhile
return
end;
Algorithm 2 stops with a solution vector  if a solution weight function  exists. This property
will be proofed next. The proof is strongly oriented at the proof of the convergence of the minimi-
zation of the Perceptron Criterion Function [Duda 73].
34. The unknown solution weight function must be fixed for all minimal editing paths. Note that there may be
several solution weight functions, which can all be used as an attractor.
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Proof:
Let  be the weight vector for  and L and  the weight vector for  and L. Then it
holds
and hence
,
where  denotes the transpose of A.
We know that , because the distance to the right sample is larger than the dis-
tance to the best wrong one and thus
What we want to show is that there exists an  such that
There exists  with  and  for all j, k, p and q, because the number
how often a single edit operation can be applied for a match between two of the involved strings is
restricted by the definition of editing paths. Therefore it exists a  with
 for all k.
Furthermore it holds 35.
Remember  and  for all j, k, p, and q. Furthermore, each
 and  must be an integer. Therefore, there is only a finite number of possible vec-
tors  and a finite number of vectors  with . From this it fol-
lows that there must be an  with .
 is a solution for
Because a squared distance can never become negative it follows that there can’t be an infinite
sequence of corrections. Therefore the corrections must terminate with a solution weight function.
Q.E.D.
1.4 Experiments
In this section we describe an experiment which demonstrates the usefulness of our learning algo-
rithm for lexical postprocessing of OCR results. Assume we want to recognize words, whereby the
vocabulary is represented by the string set . For training we have n string
sets , , whereby each  is the output of the OCR devise for an input
of the word . The training strings are used to infer a weight function  with Algorithm 1, which
hopefully reflects the typical distortion made during the recognition task. Furthermore we have n
35. Exactly this condition is not fulfilled in the section before.
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independent test sets , , whereby each  is the output of the OCR
devise for an input of the word . To test if our learning algorithm was successful, we count the
number of misrecognized strings CR, defined by
.
Because we can not be sure that there exists a solution weight function correctly separating the
training sets, we have to modify the condition of the while loop in Algorithm 1. Now we use a
counter count which defines how often the while-loop should be executed.
In our experiments we used a document database of about 90 scanned business letters many of
them of bad image quality. For all documents the recognition results are stored. Together the docu-
ments contain about 9500 words. The document set is divided into a training set containing about
8300 words and a test set containing about 1200 words. The training starts with some initial values
for the edit costs, carefully selected during experiments, but with the restriction, that edit operations
of the same type (deletion, substitution etc.) do have the same costs.
Training of the edit costs was done by running through the train set for 20 times, i. e. count is set
equal to 20. After each traversal the intermediate values for the edit costs are tested against the test
set. In Figure 17 the number of misrecognized words CR in the test set after each training cycle is
shown, starting with about 120 and decreasing to 70.
Figure 21: Wrong words
The improvements of the recognition results due to the training procedure are obvious. Only about
7 training steps are necessary to achieve the best results. We think further progress is possible by
building font specific postprocessing modules, which models more adequate the specific errors of
different document font types. Also the integration of additional edit operations for merges and split
ups will improve the recognition accuracy as well as the efficiency of the learning algorithm.
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1.5 Conclusion
In this Appendix we discussed some properties of an iterative learning algorithm for the costs of the
elementary edit operations of the weighted edit distance. Unfortunately, in its general form this
algorithm does not find a solution even if the training set is separable. Under the assumption that at
least the rough form of the solution is known, a slight modification of this approach terminates with
a solution, if one exists.
Experiments revealed, that even in the inseparable case impressive results can be achieved by
this learning strategy.
